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1. INTRODUCTION
A geometric space is, first of all, a set of points with additional
structures and properties given in terms of that set and its elements. The
starting point of noncommutative geometry is the observation that, instead
of dealing with the space itself, one can equivalently work with the algebra
of functions on the space. This principle can be made a theorem by
specifying what one means by ‘‘space,’’ ‘‘function,’’ and ‘‘algebra’’; this can
be done in different ways, giving each time a duality between the category
of certain spaces with the category of certain commutative algebras. The
duality assigns to each space the commutative algebra of suitable functions
on the space. One of the most important examples is the Gelfand]Naimark
theorem giving a duality between the category of CU-algebras and that of
compact topological spaces. The example in the background of this paper
is the duality between affine schemes and arbitrary commutative algebras,
 .assigning to an algebra its spectrum a ringed space .
The idea of noncommutative geometry is to deal with noncommutative
algebras ‘‘as if’’ they were the algebras of functions on some ‘‘noncom-
mutative space.’’ Such spaces do not exist as actual point sets, of course
 .since functions defined on these would necessarily commute , but there is
some motivation from the ‘‘real world.’’ The transition from classical
mechanics to quantum mechanics replaces the commutative algebra of
classical observables with a noncommutative algebra of quantum mechani-
cal observables. It makes sense that due to noncommutativity this algebra
cannot possibly be the algebra of functions on any space: indeed, due to
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, the location of a particle in phase
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space, that is, its position and momentum, cannot be measured, and thus
the phase space has ceased to be a reasonable notion.
Noncommutative geometry seeks to express notions, structures, and
techniques useful in dealing with usual geometric spaces in terms of the
algebra of functions, and then to generalize them to the noncommutative
setting. A structure which has been successfully generalized in that way is
that of a group, resulting in the notion of a noncommutative and nonco-
commutative Hopf algebra or quantum group. These quantum groups and
quantum spaces related to them quantum planes on which quantum
.groups act, etc. have attracted great attention from both mathematicians
and physicists. Another class of structures is that of differential calculus,
encoded in the de Rham complex. This is a differential-graded algebra
with the algebra of functions as its zero component, and a differentiable
structure on a quantum space can be encoded in a differential-graded
algebra with the noncommutative algebra in question as its zero compo-
nent. The theory of noncommutative differential calculi is very different
from that of commutative ones. For a commutative k-algebra A, the
w xmodule V of Kahler differentials 14, 2 supplies the correct notion of¨A r k
differential one-forms. In the noncommutative case there is also a univer-
sal differential calculus over A which, however, is very different from the
commutative one. For example, if A is a commutative algebra, its univer-
sal first order differential calculus is different from the module of Kahler¨
differentials. Many interesting examples of quantum spaces are in some
sense small deformations of the algebras of ordinary spaces; the universal
differential calculus over such a space will not normally be a small
deformation of the classical differential calculus. The tensor product of
algebras replaces the cartesian product of point sets in noncommutative
 .geometry although it is not a categorical coproduct ; however, the univer-
sal differential calculus over a tensor product is not the tensor product of
the differential calculi over the tensorands. Over many noncommutative
spaces, differential calculi are known that resemble the classical case more
closely than the universal calculus. However, these ‘‘good’’ calculi are by
no means unique. Instead of being computable from the algebra of
functions alone, a noncommutative differential calculus should be consid-
ered part of the data constituting a noncommutative space. A powerful
organizing principle for dealing with the nonunique differential calculi
w xover quantum spaces appears in 12 . Many important structures on a
noncommutative space such as the structure of a quantum group or a
.quantum space on which a quantum group acts are expressed in terms of
algebra maps between the algebras involved. One requirement of the
differential calculi on the various objects is that these structure maps lift to
maps of differential graded algebras. In particular, good differential calculi
w xon a Hopf algebra should be differential graded Hopf algebras, and in 12 ,
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differential calculi on quantum matrix bialgebras are constructed as differ-
ential graded bialgebras coacting on the differential calculi over quantum
spaces.
In Section 3 we intend to give a suggestive formalization of this organiz-
ing principle. In particular, we introduce a notion of differentiable algebra
 .maps with respect to fixed differential calculi and develop some sugges-
 w xtive rules. A different formalization was given by Maltsinoitis in 10 ; he
considers a noncommutative space to be a differential graded algebra
.containing both the usual algebra of functions and the de Rham complex.
A formal aspect is the treatment of differential calculi and differentiabil-
.ity of a certain degree. In Section 4 we consider universal extensions of
differential graded algebras of a fixed degree to higher degrees the special
case of the extension of a first order differential calculus was considered in
w x.10 . The universal extension applied to differential calculi is proved to
have nice properties making it suitable for dealing with small deformations
of the commutative setting: it preserves commutativity and tensor prod-
ucts.
This is the formal background for the investigation of graded and
 .differential graded Hopf algebras in the remaining sections. A nth order
differential calculus on a bialgebra H is a differential graded bialgebra iff
 .the comultiplication of H is n times differentiable. Not surprisingly, the
condition that the comultiplication be once differentiable with respect to a
1 .first order differential calculus V H is equivalent to the condition that
1 .V H is a bicovariant differential calculus in the sense of Woronowicz
w x22 .
Thus differentiability of the comultiplication appears to be a reasonable
condition for a differential calculus on a Hopf algebra. The next question
could be what additional restrictions are imposed by requiring the an-
tipode to be differentiable as well. In Section 6 we show that no such
 .restrictions exist. More generally, a differential graded map from a
 .  .differential graded coalgebra to a differential graded algebra is shown
to be convolution invertible if only its component of order zero is. This
w xgeneralizes a result from 15 on convolution inverses for graded maps in
the connected case.
Section 7 is a brief review of Woronowicz’ structure theory of first order
bicovariant differential calculi, including the definition of a ‘‘Lie algebra’’;
we make systematic use of the language of Hopf modules and
Yetter]Drinfel’d modules. In the last section we deal with a special type of
higher order differential calculus on Hopf algebras. Starting from a bico-
w xvariant first order differential calculus, Woronowicz 22 has constructed a
 .higher order differential calculus that is, a differential graded algebra as
1 .a generalized exterior algebra over the H-module V H . In this construc-
tion, the symmetric group is replaced by the braid group when antisym-
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1 .metrizing the tensor powers of V H . We will show that Woronowicz’
construction is compatible with the ideas above, namely that the exterior
algebra over a bicovariant first order differential calculus is a differential
graded bialgebra. In fact, we will show more: The exterior algebra is a
quotient of the tensor algebra; the latter is a graded bialgebra, and its
comultiplication is very closely related to the antisymmetrization. As a
consequence, antisymmetrization arises very naturally from the require-
ment that one have a graded bialgebra. This is made precise by a
couniversal property of the exterior algebra. As a byproduct, the construc-
tion is generalized to arbitrary bialgebras instead of Hopf algebras, and we
find a new proof of the fact that the exterior algebra over a differential
calculus is a differential graded bialgebra.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper we work over some base field k. All vector
spaces, algebras, coalgebras, etc., are meant to be k-vector spaces, k-alge-
bras, etc., if nothing else is specified, and m means m .k
We denote by GV the category of vector spaces graded over N, the
monoid of natural numbers including zero. Thus objects of GV are
?  0 1 . ? ? ?sequences M s M , M , . . . of k-vector spaces. A morphism f : M ª N
is a sequence of linear maps f i: M i ª N i. The category GV is monoidal
 ? ?.n i jwith tensor product defined by M m N [ [ M m N . The neu-iq jsn
?  . ? ? ? ? ?tral object is k [ k, 0, 0, . . . . GV is symmetric by t : M m N ª N m M
n  . i j i ji j i jwhere t s [ y1 t , and t : M m N 2 m m n ¬ n m miq jsn M , N M , N
g N j m M i denotes the usual flip.
For n g N let GV n denote the full subcategory of those M ?g GV
i n  .satisfying M s 0 for all i ) n. We identify objects of GV with n q 1 -
tuples of vector spaces. There are obvious forgetful functors U : GV n ª
GV and U : GV n ª GV m for n - m, and ‘‘cutoff’’ functors GVª GV n
and GV m ª GV n; we denote the latter two by M ?¬ M F n. The category
n ? ?  ? ?.F nGV is symmetric monoidal by M m N [ UM m UN , where the
tensor product is the one in GV, and U is the underlying functor mapping
to GV.
For k F n we denote by GV k . . . n the full subcategory in GV of those
M ?g GV satisfying M i s 0 whenever i - k or i ) n. Let GV ) k be the
category of those M ?g GV with M i s 0 whenever i F k.
? ? ? i j i j  ? ?. iq jLet X , Y , and Z be objects in GV. By i : X m Y ª X m Y
i j  ? ?. iq j i jand p : Y m Z ª Y m Z we denote the inclusions and projections
of the respective direct sums. If in addition f ? : X ?m Y ?ª Z ? and g ? : X ?
ª Y ?m Z ? are morphisms in GV, we set f i j [ f iq ji i j : X i m Y j ª Z iq j
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i j i j iqj iqj i j and g [ p g : X ª Y m Z this notation will chiefly be used for
the multiplications and comultiplications of graded algebras and coalge-
.bras .
By DGV we denote the category of nonnegative complexes of k-vector
?  ? ?. ?spaces. Thus an object M s M , d of DGV consists of an object M of
GV and a sequence of k-linear maps di : M i ª M iq1 satisfying diq1di s 0
for each i. A morphism f ? : M ?ª N ? in DGV is a morphism in GV such
that f iq1di s di f i for all i. The category DGV is symmetric monoidal, the
 ? ?.  ? ?.tensor product of two objects M , d and N , d of DGV being their
tensor product in GV with the sequence d ? of linear maps defined by
dn : M i m N j ª M k m N l[ [
iqjsn kqlsnq1
ii jM m N 2 m m n ¬ dm m n q y1 m m dn. .
 ?In particular, one checks that for this definition of d the equations
iq1 i i i iq1 i .d d s 0 and dt s t d are satisfied. As for graded vector spaces we
define categories DGV n and the analogous forgetful and cutoff functors,
as well as the categories DGV k . . . n. We call objects of DGV, GV, DGV n,
and GV n differential graded vector spaces, graded vector spaces, differen-
tial graded vector spaces of degree n, and graded vector spaces of degree
n, respectively.
? 1  0 1.An object M g GV is by definition a pair M , M of k-vector spaces.
Morphisms in this category are pairs of linear maps. The tensor product is
 0 1.  0 1.  0 0 1 0 0 1.defined by M , M m N , N [ M m N , M m N [ M m N .
An object in the category DGV 1 can be identified with a linear map
d0 1 ? ? ?M ª M . A morphism f : M ª N is a commutative diagram
f 0
0 06M N
6
dd
6
11 6 NM
f1
Thus DGV 1 is the category of arrows in the category of vector spaces as in
w x ? ?9, p. 42 . The tensor product of M and N is the arrow
d : M 0 m N 0 2 m m n ¬ dm m n q m m dn g M 1 m N 0 q M 0 m N 1.
We will sometimes identify an object M ?g GV with the vector space
[ M i.iG 0
w xWe need some facts and notations from 19 . Let H be a bialgebra.
Then we denote by H M H the category of two-sided two-cosided HopfH H
modules; these are bicomodules and bimodules over H satisfying all four
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Hopf module compatibility conditions for one of the module structures
with one of the comodule structures. We denote by Y D H the category ofH
w x w x Hright]right Yetter]Drinfel’d modules; see 23 and 18 . Both Y D withH
the tensor product over k and H M H with either the tensor of the cotensorH H
product over H are monoidal categories. Recall that the cotensor product
G I L of a right H-comodule G and a left H-comodule L is defined inH
w x15 to be the equalizer
G I L ª G m L i G m H m L
H
of the two arrows G m L ª G m H m L defined by the right comodule
structure of G and the left H-comodule structure of L, respectively. If H
w xis a Hopf algebra, then by 19, Theorem 5.7 there is a category equiva-
lence
H M H ( Y D HH H H
G ¬co H G
lH m V ¤ V .
It is a monoidal category equivalence for both tensor products on H M H.H H
w x H HAs a consequence 19, Corollary 6.1 , the identify functor on M is aH H
monoidal equivalence between the tensor and the cotensor product over
H; more precisely,
z : G L ª G I Lm
HH
g m l ª g l m g l0. y1. 1. 0.
is an isomorphism natural in G, L gH M H. The coherence condition forH H
 . H HId, z to be a monoidal functor means that for G , . . . , G g M there1 n H H
is a unique isomorphism
z n s z n : G ??? G ª G I ??? I Gm mG , . . . , G 1 n 1 n1 n H HH H
in H M H composed from instances of z .H H
H H .Another consequence is that M , m is a prebraided monoidalH H H
category, the prebraiding a braiding in the case H has bijective antipode;
w x.only this case was explicitly stated in 19, Theorem 6.3 being given by
s : G L ª L Gm m
H H
g m l ¬ g l S l m S g g l . .y2. 0. 1. y1. 0. 2.
3. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULI
3.1. DEFINITION. By DGA, GA, DGA n, and GA n we denote the cate-
gories of algebras in the monoidal categories DGV, GA, DGA n, and GA n,
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respectively. We call the objects of DGA, GA, DGA n and GA n differential
graded algebras, graded algebras, differential graded algebras of degree n,
and graded algebras of degree n, respectively.
We will generally write = ? : A?m A?ª A? for the multiplication map of a
 .differential graded algebra.
Of course, a differential graded algebra can be identified with a usual
‘‘internally graded’’ algebra A?s [ Ai together with a k-linear endo-iG 0
? ?q1 2  .  .morphism d : A ª A of degree 1 satisfying d s 0 and d vn s d v ?
 . i  . i jn q y1 v d n for all v g A and n g A . Indeed, the last equation is
precisely the condition = ?d ?s d ?= ? for = ? to be a morphism in DGV. We
shall frequently write a n b for the product of elements in A?.
We call a graded algebra A?g GA graded commutative, if it is commu-
tative as an algebra in the symmetric monoidal category GV, that is, if we
 . i j i jhave yx s y1 xy for all x g A and y g A .
Note that a graded algebra A? of degree n is just a graded algebra
k  isatisfying A s 0 for k ) n so in particular ab s 0 for all a g A and
j .b g A with i q j ) n . The same remark applies to differential graded
algebras of degree n. In particular, every differential graded or graded
algebra of degree n can be considered as a differential graded algebra or
graded algebra, respectively. This is perfectly trivial, but might be worth
mentioning because the analogous statements for graded coalgebras will
.turn out to be false.
Observe that part of the associativity of a graded algebra A? leads to the
components = i j : Ai m A j ª Aiq j factoring through Ai m 0 A j. DenotingA
i j i j iqj  .0the resulting maps again by = : A m A ª A by abuse of notation ,A
it is easy to see that a graded algebra A? of degree can equivalently be
described by the following data:
 . 01 A k-algebra A ,
 . 0 0 i2 an A y A -bimodule A for each i, and
 . i j i j iqj 0 003 morphisms = : A m A ª A of A y A -bimodules for allA
i, j ) 0 with i q j F n, making the diagrams
= i j Akm
0i j k iq j kAA A A A A6m m m
0 0 0A A A
66
i jkA = iq j , km =0A
iq jqk6i jqk AA A i , jqkm =
0A
commute for all i, j, k ) 0 with i q j q k F n.
  .Note that the last condition is void for n F 2, and the data in 3 are
.necessary only when n G 2.
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If A? and B ? are graded algebras and f ? : A?ª B ? is a morphism in GV,
then f ? is a morphism in GA iff f 0 is a morphism of k-algebras,
i i i 0 0 f : A ª B is a morphism of A y A -bimodules for each i ) 0 where
i 0.the bimodule structures on B are those induced by f , and the diagrams
i j f imf j i jA A B B6m m
0 0A B
6
i ji j ==
6
iq jiqj 6 BA
iq jf
commute.
We want to give another characterization of when a map = ? : A?m A?ª
A? in GV n defines an algebra structure. If B ? is an algebra in GV ny1, it
? 1 . . . n should be clear what we mean by a B -module in the category GV . A
precise formulation of this would involve the observation that GV 1 . . . n is a
 . ny1 w x . ? ? ? ?two-sided GV -category in the sense of 16 . Now let = : A m A ª A
be a morphism in GV n. The components = i0 for i ) 0 define a morphism
? ) 0 0 ) 0 i j  .m : A m A ª A , and the components = for j ) 0 and thus i - n
define a morphism c ? : A- n m A) 0 ª A) 0; both m ? and c ? are mor-
phisms in GV 1 . . . n.
 ? ?. n3.2. LEMMA. A , = is an algebra in GV , iff
 .  - n - n. ny11 A , = is an algebra in GV ,
 . ) 0 - n 02 m and c make A an A y A -bimodule.
Then A) 0 is also an A- n y A- n-bimodule.
Proof. We only deal with associativity of the multiplication, that is, with
 .  . i j kthe condition x yz s xy z for all x g A , y g A , and z g A with
i q j q k F n. This equation holds for all such elements with i q j q k - n,
iff =- n is an associative multiplication for A- n in GV ny1. It holds for all
 .such x, y, z with k ) 0 and thus i, j - n , iff the associative law for the
left A- n-module A) 0 holds, and for all elements with j s k s 0 and
i ) 0, iff the associative law for the right A0-module A) 0 holds, and
 .whenever j ) 0 and thus i - n , and k s 0, iff the two module structures
satisfy the compatibility condition for an A- n y A0-bimodule. The last
assertion is proved in a similar fashion.
As the case n s 1 of the component-wise description of graded algebras
1  0 1.above we obtain that the category GA consists of pairs A , A , where
A0 is an algebra and A1 is an A0 y A0-bimodule. A morphism f ? : A?ª B ?
in GA 1 consists of an algebra homomorphism f 0 : A0 ª B0 and a mor-
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phism f 1 : A1 ª B1 of A0 y A0-bimodules, where the A0-structures on
B1 are those induced via f 0.
 .Recall that for A an algebra and M an A y A-bimodule a k- deriva-
 .  .  .tion d : A ª M is a k-linear map satisfying d ab s ad b q d a b for all
a, b g A. Now the following is a direct consequence of the definition of a
differential graded algebra of degree one.
3.3. COROLLARY. An object A?g DGA 1 consists of an algebra A0, an
A0 y A0-bimodule A1, and a k-deri¨ ation d s d0 : A0 ª A1. A morphism
f ? : A?ª B ? in DGA 1 consists of an algebra homomorphism f 0 : A0 ª B0
and a morphism f 1 : A1 ª B1 of A0-bimodules making the diagram
f 0
0 06A B
6
00 dd
6
11 6 BA
1f
commute; this means d0 f 0 s f 1d0.
We now investigate a special case of differential graded algebras of a
.fixed degree , namely differential calculi. A differential calculus is a
differential graded algebra which, as a differential graded algebra, is
generated by its homogeneous component of degree zero; stated differ-
ently, a differential calculus A? is generated as an algebra by A0 and
0 0. 1d A ; A . It is a consequence of this definition that a morphism
f ? : A?ª B ? of differential graded algebras is uniquely determined by f 0 if
A? is a differential calculus. This property actually characterizes differen-
tial calculi:
? n  .3.4. LEMMA AND DEFINITION. Let A g DGA or DGA . The following
statements are equi¨ alent:
 . 0 0 ? ? ? ? n1 If f s g holds for two morphisms f , g : A ª B in DGA
 . ? ?resp., DGA , then also f s g .
 . 0 0 i  iy1.2 For each i ) 0 the A y A -bimodule A is generated by d A ,
i 0  iy1. 0that is, A s A d A A .
 . 0 i  iy1.3 For each i ) 0 the left A -module A is generated by d A , that
i 0  iy1.is, A s A d A .
 .4 For each i ) 0 we ha¨e
Ai s A0 d A0 n ??? n d A0 , .  .^ ` _
i
that is, e¨ery element of Ai is of the form  a da n ??? n da wherek k 0 k1 k i
a g A0.k j
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We call a differential graded algebra A? satisfying these conditions a differential
 0 .calculus of order n, o¨er A .
We omit the proof. For the case of differential calculi of infinite order,
w xthe definition agrees with that of a quantum k-space in 10, Def. 2.1.1 ,´
more precisely, a differential calculus in our sense is called the de Rham
w xcomplex of a quantum space in the terminology of 10 . A first order
0 w xdifferential calculus on A in the sense of 22 is precisely the degree one
component of a differential calculus of order one as defined above.
As a direct consequence of the definition we have
3.5. LEMMA. A differential graded algebra A? is a differential calculus iff
AF1 is a first order differential calculus and generates the algebra A?.
A differential calculus as defined above is a substitute for the de Rham
complex of a manifold. We want to introduce some formal notations and
rules for handling these de Rham complexes.
3.6. DEFINITION. Assume A is an algebra and A? is a differential
 . 0 ? .calculus of order n with A s A. Then we shall frequently write V A
?  i . i . ? .[ A that is, V A [ A , etc. . Let B be another algebra and V B an
 .nth order differential calculus over B. An algebra map f : A ª B is said
 .  .to be n times differentiable with respect to the differential calculi given
? ? . ? . n 0if there is a morphism f : V A ª V B in DGA with f s f. We
? . ? ?write V f [ f . By 3.4 f is unique, if it exists.
? .The notations just introduced are not quite logical, of course. V A is
 .not something that depends on A alone as the notation seems to suggest .
? .While V f does depend on f alone, it does not always exist. We shall
? .derive some suggestive rules for calculations with V } in 3.10. Of
course, the notation is meant to remind one of the commutative or
 .classical case, where a manifold or commutative algebra determines a
canonical de Rham complex which depends on no more data.
3.7. DEFINITION AND LEMMA. Denote by Diff n the full subcategory of
n  . DGA whose object are differential calculi. By 1 of 3.4 the underlying or
. ncutoff functor Diff ª Alg is faithful. Thus we can identify the morphisms
in Diff n with the differentiable algebra morphisms.
For the following lemma we recall a universal property of the tensor
w xproduct of algebras valid in any symmetric monoidal category. See 17 for
the form we use here.
 .3.8. LEMMA AND DEFINITION. Let C , s be a symmetric monoidal
category. Let A, B, C be algebras in C. For f : A ª C and g : B ª C we say
 .  .that f and g commute, denoted f H g, if = f m g s = g m f s : A m BC C
ª C.
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 .  .  .  .  . < 4Put Alg A, C H Alg B, C [ f , g g Alg A, C = Alg B, C f H g .
The uni¨ ersal property of the tensor product algebra A m B can be stated as
follows. i s A m h : A ª A m B and i s h m B : B ª A m B com-A B B A
mute, and we ha¨e
Alg A m B , C ( Alg A , C H Alg B , C .  .  .
F ¬ Fi , Fi , .A B
3.9. LEMMA. Diff n ; DGA n is a monoidal subcategory.
Proof. Let A? and B ? be differential calculi, let C ?g DGA n and let
f ?, g ? : A?m B ?ª C ? be morphisms in DGA n such that f 0 s g 0. Let i ?sA
A?m h ? : A?ª A?m B ? and i ?s h ?m B ? : B ?ª A?m B ?. It follows thatB B A
 ? .0 0 0  ? .0 ? ?? 0 0 ?f i s f i s g i s g i for X s A, B. As A and B are differ-X X X X
 . ? ?? ?ential calculi, it follows from 1 of 3.4 that f i s g i for X s A, B. WeX X
? ?  .conclude f s g from 3.8. We have thus verified condition 1 of 3.4 for
? ?A m B .
The content of the preceding lemmata is expressed in the following
rules:
3.10. Remark. Let A, B, C, and D be algebras, and assume we are
 . ? .given nth order differential calculi V X for X s A, B, C, D.
 .1 If f : A ª B and g : B ª C are differentiable algebra maps,
? . ? . ? .then so is gf : A ª C. We have V gf s V g V f .
 . ? . ? .2 V A m V B is a differential calculus over A m B. Unless
 ? . ? ..stated otherwise, we shall given V A and V B choose this as the
? . ? . ? .differential calculus over A m B, that is, V A m B [ V A m V B .
 .3 If now f : A ª C and g : B ª D are differentiable algebra maps,
? . ? .then so is f m g : A m B ª C m D, and we have V f m g s V f m
? .V g .
It should be noted that our convention to choose the tensor product of
given differential calculi as the differential calculus over a tensor product
of algebras makes sense from a geometric point of view. To see this we
discuss very informally the case of first order differential calculi. Assume
A and B are function algebras in some sense on spaces M and N. Then
A m B is the function algebra on the product space M = N, the inclusions
A ª A m B and B ª A m B corresponding to the projections on the
factors M and N.
1 . 1 .V A and V B are the modules of sections in the cotangent bundles
1 .  . 1 .of M and N. The module A m V B ( A m B m V B is then theB
module of sections in the bundle induced on M = N by the cotangent
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bundle of N via the projection M = N ª N. Similarly, meaning can be
1 . 1 .  1 . . given to V A m B, and the formula V A m B ( V A m B [ A
1 ..m V B just means that the cotangent bundle of M = N is the direct
sum of the bundles on M = N induced by the cotangent bundles of M and
N. Dually, and expressed locally, this means that the tangent space in a
point of a product manifold is the direct sum of the tangent spaces of the
two factors.
As a last item of this section we want to give the obvious definition of
vector fields over an algebra with respect to a given differential calculus,
.of course .
3.11. DEFINITION. Assume given a first order differential calculus
1 .V A over the algebra A. We call the A y A-bimodule
X A [U V1 A [ Hom V1 A , A .  .  . .  .r Ay
 . the module of right vector fields on A with respect to the differential
. 1 .  .  :calculus in consideration . We write V A m X A 2 v m A ¬ v, XA r
g A for the evaluation of differential one forms on right vector fields.
Note that the evaluation mapping is a morphism of A y A-bimodules.
4. UNIVERSAL PROBLEMS
4.1. LEMMA. Let n, m g N with n - m. Then the cutoff functor DGV m
ª DGV n has a left adjoint.
Proof. We can extend M ?g DGV n to an object in DGV m, which we
denote, by abuse of notation, by M ? again, if we define dn : M n ª M nq1
to be a cokernel of dny1 and set M i s 0 for i ) n q 1. To prove the
relevant universal property, let N ?g DGV m and f F n : M F n ª N F n. We
claim that f F n can be uniquely extended to a morphism f ? : M ?ª N ? .
Now this is equivalent to the existence of a unique morphism f nq1 making
the right-hand square of the following diagram commute.
dny1 dnny1 n nq16 6M M M
6 6
n nq1ny1 f ff
6
nq1nny1 66 NNN nny1 dd
n n ny1 n ny1 ny1 Since d f d s d d f s 0 for the left-hand square commutes,N M N N
? n.because f is a morphism in DGV , the claim is a consequence of the
universal property of the cokernel.
Now since DGV m is cocomplete and the tensor product commutes with
arbitrary colimits, the following is a direct application of the preceding
w xlemma and 21, Remark 1.5 .
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4.2. THEOREM. Each of the cutoff functors A m , n : DGA m ª DGA n for
0 F n - m has a left adjoint
This gives a universal construction for higher degree differential graded
algebras from those of lower degree. The special case of the universal
extension of first order differential calculi to higher orders was considered
w xin 10 .
The next lemma shows that the differential graded algebra of degree m
constructed from one of degree n is indeed an extension of the given one.
4.3. LEMMA. Let A?g DGA n, and let B ?g DGA m be the solution to the
uni¨ ersal problem defined by A? and the cutoff functor. Denote by i ? : A?ª
BF n the uni¨ ersal arrow. Then i ? is an isomorphism. Stated differently, the
unit of the adjunction is an isomorphism Id n ( A m , nF n, m.DG A
Proof. We can consider A? a differential graded algebra of degree m.
The universal mapping property of B ? then yields a morphism u ? : BF n ª
A? such that u ?i ?s id; this implies i is injective.
Denote by C ? the differential graded subalgebra of B ? generated by the
image of i ?. Note that i ? induces an isomorphism A?ª C F n, whose
inverse we denote by g ?. It remains to show that the canonical morphism
? ? ? ? ? ? j : C ª B is onto. Let t : B ª C be the morphism supplied by the
?. F n ? ? F n F n ?universal mapping property of B satisfying t i s g . Then j t i s
F n ? ?  ?.j g s i , and thus, again due to the universal mapping property of B
? ? ?
?j t s id . Thus j is onto.B
Now let 0 F n - m - N. Then obviously A m , nA N, m s A N, n and thus
 .the left adjoint of a composition is the composition of the left adjoints
F n, N s F m , NF n, m. Thus the construction of universal differential graded
algebras can be done step by step. From the formula of the preceding
lemma we obtain
F n , m s A N , mF m , NF n , m s A N , mF n , N .
All these facts ensure that there will be no difficulties with the following
rather lax terminology.
4.4. DEFINITION. Let A?g DGA n and 1 F n - m. The solution of the
universal problem defined by A? and the cutoff functor is called the
universal extension of A? up to degree m. It will usually be denoted A?
g DGV m again.
4.5. LEMMA. Let AF n g DGV n and let A? be the uni¨ ersal extension of
F n  . F n ?A up to degree m . If A is an nth order differential calculus, then A is
 . man mth order differential calculus. In particular, the cutoff functor Diff
ª Diff n has a left adjoint.
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Proof. Let f ?, g ? : A?ª B ? be morphisms in DGA m satisfying f 0 s g 0.
Then, if n ) 0, also f F n s g F n, since AF n is a differential calculus. From
the universal mapping property of A?g DGV m it follows that f ?s g ? as
well.
As a special case of the adjunction in 4.2 we can consider left adjoints to
the cutoff functor DGA n ª DGA 0 s Alg . These are well known, see fork
w x w xexample 4 , and, for the case n s 1, 2, Chap. III, 10, No. 10 .
4.6 EXAMPLE. We denote the left adjoint function to the cutoff functor
1 0 ˆ F1 ˆ 1 .DGV ª DGV s Alg by V . It can be constructed explicitly as V Ak
ˆ 0 .  .   .s Ker = : A m A ª A with d a s a m 1 y 1 m a for a g A and V A
.s A, of course . Thus x dy s  xy m 1 y x m y for x, y g A.
4.7. EXAMPLE. Let A be an algebra. The universal differential graded
ˆ ? . algebra V A over A and thus the left adjoint to the cutoff functor
ˆ n ˆ 1 ˆ 1.  .  .  . DGAª Alg can be constructed by V A s V A m ??? m V A nk A A
.  .tensorands with d a da m ??? m da s da m da m ??? m da .0 1 n 0 1 n
ˆ ? .We have seen in 4.5 that V A is a differential calculus over A. For any
? ˆ ? 0 .differential graded algebra A , the universal mapping property of V A
? ˆ ? 0 ? .induces a natural morphism n : V A ª A of differential graded alge-
bras. Note that A? is a differential calculus iff n is onto.
In the category of commutative algebras in any symmetric monoidal
.category the tensor product is a coproduct. This corresponds of course to
the cartesian product of geometric spaces, if the algebras are considered as
function algebras on spaces. One of the principles behind constructions in
the geometry of quantum groups and quantum spaces is that the tensor
product of noncommutative algebras should still ‘‘morally’’ be considered
w xas the analog of the cartesian product of quantum spaces 11 . We
discussed above that it makes sense to extend this principle to differential
calculi instead of function algebras alone. We will show explicitly that
taking the universal differential calculi over an algebra to be the de Rham
complex of the corresponding quantum space is not compatible with these
ideas. This is no surprise: The universal differential calculus is generally
considered to be too noncommutative for the small deformations of the
.commutative situation considered in quantum group theory. Indeed, this
universal construction does not preserve tensor products; we have a left
adjoint functor which does not respect the ‘‘moral’’ coproduct. After
discussing this failure, we shall see that the universal extension of a tensor
product of differential calculi does indeed coincide with the tensor product
of the universal extensions: The extension functors Diff n ª Diff m are
monoidal ones provided n ) 0.
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4.8. Remark. Let B be an n-dimensional algebra. Since = : B m B ªB
ˆ 1 2 .B is onto, we have dim V B s n y n. In particular, if B, C are finite
dimensional algebras each of whose dimensions is greater than one, then
ˆ F1 ˆ F1 ˆ F1 .  .  .V B m C \ V B m V C .
ˆ 1 2 2 .Indeed, letting m s dim C, we have dim V B m C s n m y nm s
2 2 2 ˆ 1 .  .   .n m y m q n y n m, and on the other hand dim B m V C [
ˆ 1 2 2 ˆ 1 ˆ 1 . .  .  .   .  .V B m C s n m y m q n y n m, thus dim B m V C [ V B
ˆ 1 2 2.  .  . .m C y dim V B m C s n y n m y m ) 0 if n, m ) 1.
4.9. LEMMA. Let A?, B ?, and C ? be algebras in GV n; assume that the
graded algebras A? and B ? are generated by AF1 and BF1, respecti¨ ely. Let
f ? : A?ª C ? and g ? : B ?ª C ? be morphisms in GA n. Then f ?H g ? iff f F 2 H
g F 2 holds in GA 2.
Proof. If suffices to deduce the obviously stronger statement f ?H g ?
from f F 2 H g F 2. We proceed by induction on n. Assume f - n H g - n has
been shown for some n ) 2. Let v g Ai and vX g B j with i q j s n. Then
i G 2 or j G 2; assume i G 2 without loss of generality. Then v s  x nk k
y for some x g A1 and y g Aiy1 since A? is generated by A- 2, andk k k
consequently
f i v n g j vX s f 1 x n f iy1 y n g j vX .  .  .  .  . k k
k
 .iy1 j X1 j iy1s y1 f x n g v n f y .  .  .  . k k
k
 . jiy1 j Xj 1 iy1s y1 y1 g v n f x n f y .  .  .  .  . k k
k
i j Xj is y1 g v n f v . .  .  .
4.10. LEMMA. Let A?, B ?, C ?g DGA n; assume A? and B ? are differential
calculi. Let f ? : A?ª C ? and g ? : B ?ª C ? be morphisms in DGA n. Then
f ?H g ? iff f F1 H g F1 holds in DGA 1.
Proof. Again the nontrivial part is to deduce f ?H g ? from f F1 H g F1.
First we show f F 2 H g F 2. To see this let v g Ai and vX g B j with
i q j s 2. If i s 0 and thus j s 2 and vX g B2, we can write v s  x n yk k
for some x , y g B1, and from f F1 H g F1 we deducek k
f 0 v g 2 vX s f 0 v g1 x n g1 y s g1 x f 0 v n g1 y .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . k k k k
s g1 x n g1 y f 0 v s g 2 vX f 0 v . .  .  .  .  . k k
The case j s 0, i s 2 can be treated in the same way. Now assume
i s j s 1. Then since AF1 is a differential calculus we can write v s
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a daX for some a , aX g A0. Since for every a g A,k k k k
df 0 a n g1 vX s d f 0 a g1 vX y f 0 a dg1 vX .  .  .  .  .  . .
) X X1 0 1 0s d g v f a y dg v f a .  .  .  . .
s dg1 vX f 0 a y g1 vX n df 0 a y dg1 vX f 0 a .  .  .  .  .  .
s yg1 vX n df 0 a .  .
 F1 F1holds the equality marked ) uses f H g and the case j s 2 treated
.above , we conclude
f 1 v n g1 vX s f 0 a df 0 aX n g1 vX .  .  .  .  . k k
s y f 0 a g1 vX n df 0 aX .  .  . k k
s y g1 vX n f 0 a df 0 aX s yg1 vX n f 1 v .  .  .  .  . k k
using the assertion for j s 2 again.
The lemma is now a consequence of the preceding one, since by 3.5 the
? ? F1 F1algebras A and B are generated by A and B , respectively.
? .4.11. COROLLARY. Let V A be a differential calculus of order n o¨er
? .the commutati¨ e algebra A. Then V A is graded commutati¨ e iff this holds
F1 .for V A . As a consequence, the uni¨ ersal extension of a graded commuta-
ti¨ e mth order differential calculus to higher orders is graded commutati¨ e.
? . ? ?Proof. V A is graded commutative iff id H id .V  A. V  A.
F n . F n .4.12. COROLLARY. Let V A and V B be nth order differential
? . ? .calculi with n G 1 o¨er the algebras A and B. Denote by V A and V B
the uni¨ ersal extensions up to order m, where m ) n. Then the uni¨ ersal
F n . F n .extension of the nth order differential calculus V A m V B up to
? . ? .order m coincides with V A m V B .
? m m  ? . ?.Proof. L et C g D G A . W e have D G A V X , C
n F n . F n. ? ? .( DGA V X , C for X s A, B. By 4.10 two morphisms f : V A
? ? ? . ? ? ? F n F nª C and g : V B ª C satisfy f H g iff they satisfy f H g . This
establishes the isomorphism denoted ) in the calculation below.
DGA m V ? A m V ? B , C ? .  . .
( DGA m V ? A , C ? H DGA m V ? B , C ? .  . .  .
) n nF n F n F n F n( DGA V A , C H DGA V B , C .  . .  .
( DGA n VF n A m VF n B , C F n . .  . .
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? . ? .This proves V A m V B to have the universal property defining the
F n F n .  .universal extension of V A m V B .
By the way, the result just proved shows that two conventions declared
? .above are compatible. On the one hand we required using V A m B s
? . ? .  .V A m V B if not stated otherwise in 3.10. On the other hand, we
? . F n .wanted as a rule to denote by V C the universal extension of V C ,
and this should of course also be done for C s A m B.
4.13. COROLLARY. For m ) n G 1 the uni¨ ersal extension of differential
calculi defines a monoidal functor Diff n ª Diff m.
4.14. Remark. In the same way as in 4.2 one can show that all the
cutoff functors GA m ª GA n for m ) n and GAª GA n have left ad-
joints; as in 4.3 one can show that the universal graded algebra of degree
.m over a graded algebra of degree n agrees up to degree n with the one
given.
As a special case, the universal extension A? of a graded algebra AF1 of
degree one is the tensor algebra over the bimodule A1, that is, Ai [
i  1. 1 10 0 0T A s A m ??? m A .A A A
The following result, which we state without proof, shows that the
universal extensions of a differential graded algebra and of the underlying
graded algebra of a given degree do not coincide in general.
1 .4.15. LEMMA. Let V A be a first order differential calculus o¨er the
F1 .algebra A. Then the uni¨ ersal extensions of V A up to degree two is gi¨ en
2 . 1 . 1 . X X  < 4by V A s V A m V A rK , where K s  dx m dy  x dy s 0 .A i i i i
5. DIFFERENTIAL GRADED COALGEBRAS AND BIALGEBRAS
 .Using the terminology of Section 3 we can require a ‘‘good’’ nth order
? .differential calculus V H over a bialgebra H to be such that the
? .comultiplication of H is differentiable. From this it follows that V H is a
 .differential graded bialgebra of degree n . In this section we examine the
 .structure of differential graded coalgebras and bialgebras in terms of
their homogeneous components. A typical result is that all the components
H i of a graded bialgebra H ? are two-sided two-cosided Hopf modules over
H 0. Those first order differential calculi over H, for which the comultipli-
cation is once differentiable, are precisely the bicovariant differential
w xcalculi in the sense of Woronowicz 22 . For element-wise computations we
introduce a graded version of Sweedler’s sigma notation.
In the monoidal categories GV, GV n, DGV, and DGV n the notion of a
coalgebra is well defined. We shall call these coalgebras graded coalgebras,
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graded coalgebras of degree n, differential graded coalgebras, and differ-
ential graded coalgebras of degree n, respectively.
A graded coalgebra of degree n is just a graded coalgebra C ? satisfying
C i s 0 for all i ) n. Equivalently, every graded coalgebra of degree n can
be considered a coalgebra in GV by just setting the additional components
to zero. The analogous statements for differential graded coalgebras are
wrong. Indeed, for a coalgebra C ? in DGV with C i s 0 for all i ) n the
n n . nq1 n . nequation d D c s D d c s 0 is satisfied for all c g C ; this does not
follow from the axioms of a differential graded coalgebra in DGV n.
Just as for algebras, we have:
5.1. LEMMA. A coalgebra C ? in GV n consists of the following data:
 . 01 A coalgebra C ,
 . 0 0 i2 C y C -bicomodules C for each i ) 0, and
 . i j iqj i j 0 003 morphisms D : C ª C I C of C y C -bicomodules for allC
i, j ) 0 with i q j F n, such that all diagrams
Di , jqkiq jqk i jqk6C C I C
6
0C
iq j , k i jkD C I D
0C
6
iq j k i j kC I C C I C I C6
0 0 0i j kC C CD I C
0C
for i, j, k ) 0 with i q j q k F n commute.
  .Note that the data from 3 are required only if n G 2 and that the last
.condition is ¨oid if n F 2.
5.2. LEMMA. A mapping D? : C ?ª C ?m C ? in GV n induces morphisms
d ? : C ) 0 ª C ) 0 m C 0 and f ? : C ) 0 ª C - n m C ) 0 in GV 1 . . . n.
 ? ?. nC , D is a coalgebra in GV iff
 .  - n - n. ny11 C , D is a coalgebra in GV , and
 . ? ? ) 0 - n 02 d and f make C a C y C -bicomodule.
Then C ) 0 is e¨en a C - n y C - n-bicomodule.
We have need for a version of Sweedler’s sigma notation for the
comultiplication in a graded coalgebra. Let C ? be a graded coalgebra and
? ? . i j x g C . Let i, j G 0. We denote the component of D x in C m C a
. i j ? .. kpossibly indecomposable tensor by p D x \ x m x . If x g C1, i: 2, j:
? .is a homogeneous element, we have D x s  x m x .1, i:  x, j:iqjsk
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C 0 is an ordinary coalgebra by D0, and each C k is a right C 0-comodule
by Dk 0. We will sometimes use the usual notation for these ordinary
coalgebra and comodule structures. That is, for c g C 0 and g g C k we
will sometimes write c m c , g m g and g m g in place of1. 2. 0. 1. y1. 0.
c m c , g m g and g m g , respectively.1, 0: 2, 0: 1, k: 2, 0: 1, 0: 2, k:
 . ?A differential graded coalgebra of degree n is a graded coalgebra C
 . n k ky1 ky1 ky1of degree n which is also an object in DGV such that D d s d D
is satisfied for all 0 - k F n. For homogeneous elements x g C ky1 this
means
dky1 x m dky1 x .  .  : : 2, j 1, i
iqjsk
ii js d x m x q y1 x m d x , .  .  . 1, i: 2, j: 1, i: 2, j:
iqjsky1 iqjsky1
that is,
dky1 x m dky1 x s dky1 x m x .  .  . :  :1, k 2, 0 1, ky1: 2, 0:
dky1 x m dky1 x s x m dky1 x .  .  . :  :1, 0 2, k 1, 0: 2, ky1:
and
dky1 x m dky1 x .  .  : : 2, j1, i
iiy1 jy1s d x m x q y1 x m d x .  .  .1, iy1: 2, j: 1, i: 2, jy1:
when k s i q j with i / 0 / j.
In usual Sweedler notation the first two conditions read
dx m dx s d x m x .  .  . .  .0 1 0. 1.
dx m dx s x m d x .  .  . .  .y1 0 y1. 0.
 ky1. ky1where d [ d , and thus express colinearity of d on both sides.
For an object C ? in DGV 1 these formulas together with 5.1 give an
equivalent description of a coalgebra structure on C ?:
5.3. LEMMA. A coalgebra C ? in GV 1 consists of
 . 01 a usual coalgebra C and
 . 0 0 12 a C y C -bicomodule C .
A coalgebra C ? in DGV 1 consists of these data and additionally
 . 0 0 0 0 13 a C y C -colinear mapping d s d : C ª C .
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Note that differential graded coalgebras do not look at all like differen-
tial graded algebras dualized. The condition in the algebra case that d be a
derivation is very different from the condition in the coalgebra case that d
be colinear. The difference originates of course in that in dualizing the
axioms within the monoidal category DGV one does not change the
direction of the derivative d.
The following lemma explains, in the terminology of differentiable
algebra maps, our interest in differential graded bialgebras.
? .  .5.4. LEMMA. Let V H be an nth order differential calculus on the
bialgebra H. The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 D : H ª H m H is n times differentiable.
 . ? . 0 .2 V H is a differential graded bialgebra with V H s H as bialge-
bras.
 .  .Proof. Obviously 2 « 1 by the definition of differentiability.
 .  .  . ? . ? . ?1 « 2 . By 1 there is a homomorphism V D : V H ª V H
. ? . ? . 0 .m H s V H m V H of differential graded bialgebras with V D s
D. Every algebra homomorphism to k is differentiable, and in particular «
? . ? . ? .is. Consequently there is a homomorphism V « : V H ª V k with
0 . ? . ? .V « s « . We have to show that V D is coassoziative and V « is a
counit. This follows from the cutoff functor A : Diff n ª Alg, A ¬ A0,
being monoidal and faithful.
Using the informal notations from 3.10 we can write explicitly:
V ? D m V ? H V ? D s V ? D m H V ? D s V ? D m H D .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
s V ? H m D D s V ? H m D V ? D .  .  . .
? ? ?s V H m V D V D . .  .  . .
We will sometimes call a differential calculus satisfying the conditions of
the lemma a bialgebra differential calculus.
5.5. Remark. Let H F n be a bialgebra in GV n or DGV n. Let m ) n
and denote H ? the universal extension of H ? as an algebra in GV m or
DGV m. Then H ? is a bialgebra in GV m or DGV m, respectively. This
defines a left adjoint to the cutoff functor from the category of differen-
.  .tial graded bialgebras of degree m to the category of differential graded
bialgebras of degree n.
This follows immediately from the universal property of the universal
extension. In the following let H ?g GV n be an algebra with multiplication
= ? and a coalgebra with comultiplication D?. We want to discuss when H ?
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is a bialgebra. H ? is a bialgebra iff the diagrams
D?mD?? ? ? ? ? ?6H m H H m H m H m H
6
? ? ?H mt mH
? ? ? ??= H m H m H m H
6
? ?= m=
6
? ??
6
H m HH ?D
D? = ?? ? ? ? ? ?
6 6
H H m H H m H H6 6
? ? ?? ? ?h mh «h « m«
6 6
? ?k k
id? ?6k k66
h «
?H
commute. Note first that except for the first, all diagrams are trivial in
degrees greater than 0, since c ) 0, « ) 0, and id ?) 0 vanish. In degree zerok
the diagrams are just the conditions for H 0 to be a bialgebra. We have
observed:
5.6. LEMMA. Let H ? be an algebra and a coalgebra in GV n. Then H ? is a
bialgebra if and only if H 0 is a bialgebra and
f ?[ = ?m = ? H ?m t ?m H ? D?m D? : H ?m H ?ª H ?m H ? .  .  .
satisfies f ) 0 s D) 0 =) 0.
For x g H i and y g H j with i q j \ m F n we have
brmf x m y s y1 x y m x y . .  . 1, a: 1, r: 2, b: 2, s:
aqbsi
rqssj
Thus H ? is a bialgebra iff H 0 is a bialgebra and
brxy m xy s y1 x y m x y .  .  . :  : 1, k 2, l 1, a: 1, r: 2, b: 2, s:
kqlsm aqbsi
rqssj
holds for all x g H i, y g H j with i q j \ m. Of course, f ) 0 s D) 0 =) 0
is the same as pk l f mi i j s Dk l = i j for all i, j, k, l g N with 0 - i q j s k q l
\ m F n. However, these components of the condition to be a bialgebra
are unwieldy when the indices are in ‘‘general position.’’ We describe some
special cases, assuming in the following that H 0 is always a bialgebra.
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Recall that H m, H i, and H j are right H 0-comodules. For x g H i and
y g H j we have
brm0 m i j m , 0p f i x m y s p y1 x y m x y .  . 1, a: 1, r: 2, b: 2, s: /aqbsi
rqssj
s x y m x y .1, i: 1, j: 2, 0: 2, 0:
Thus pm , 0 f mi i j s Dm0 = i j holds iff = i j : H i m H j ª H m is right colinear,
where we endow the codomain with the codiagonal comodule structure. By
analogy p0 m f mi i j s D0 m= i j iff = i j is left colinear. We have proved
5.7. LEMMA. Let H ? be an algebra and coalgebra in GV n, with H 0 a
bialgebra. Then pm0 f mi i j s Dm0 = i j and p0 m f mi i j s D0 m= i j for all i, j g N
with m [ i q j ) 0 holds if and only if each H m is a Hopf module in
0
H 0 M 0H
0
, and each = i j : H i m 0 H j ª H iq j is colinear on both sides, and thusH H H
is a morphism in 0H
0
M 0H
0
.H H
Collecting the results in the case of graded objects of degree one, we
have
5.8. LEMMA. A bialgebra H ? in GV 1 consists of the following data:
 . 01 A bialgebra H , and
 . 1 H
0 H 0
0 02 a Hopf module H g M .H H
A bialgebra H ? in DGV 1 consists of these data and in addition
 . 0 0 1 03 a deri¨ ation d s d : H ª H which is H -colinear on both sides.
? .Since, given a first order differential calculus V H on a bialgebra H,
the comultiplication is once differentiable iff there is a uniquely deter-
. ? .mined bialgebra structure on V H , the following is a direct conse-
quence of the preceding lemma:
1 .5.9. COROLLARY. Let H be a bialgebra and d : H ª V H a first order
differential calculus. The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 The comultiplication D : H ª H m H is once differentiable.
 . 1 .2 V H is a bico¨ariant first order differential calculus in the sense
w xof 22 , that is
 . 1 . H Ha V H is a Hopf module in M , andH H
 .b d is colinear on both sides.
1 .In this case the comodule structures on V H are unique.
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We return to the general situation of an algebra and coalgebra H ? in
GV n, assuming H 0 to be a bialgebra. In the same manner as 5.7 one can
prove
5.10. LEMMA. Let H ? be an algebra and coalgebra in GV n, where H 0 is
a bialgebra. Then pi j f mi m0 s Di j =m0 and pi j f mi 0 m s Di j =0 m hold for all
i, j g N with m [ i q j ) 0, if and only if each H m is a Hopf module in
0
H 0 M 0H
0
and Di j : H iq j ª H i I 0 H j are H 0-linear on both sides, and thusH H H
are morphisms in 0H
0
M 0H
0
.H H
Now let i, j ) 0 and i q j \ m F n. Then for x g H i and y g H j we
have
pmy 1, 1 f mi i j x m y .
brmy1, 1s p y1 x y m x y . 1, a: 1, r: 2, b: 2, s: /aqbsi
rqssj
js x y m x y q y1 x y m x y . .1, i: 1, jy1: 2, 0: 2, 1: 1, iy1: 1, j: 2, 1: 2, 0:
In particular, pi, 1 f iq1i i, 1 s Di1= i1 iff for all x g H i and y g H 1,
Di , 1 xy s x y m x y y x y m x y . 1, i: 1, 0: 2, 0: 2, 1: 1, iy1: 1, 1: 2, 1: 2, 0:
s x y m x y y x y m x y0. y1. 1. 0. 1, iy1: 0. 2, 1: 1.
holds.
5.11. THEOREM. A Hopf algebra H ? in GV 2 consists of the following
data:
 . F1 11 A Hopf algebra H in GV ,
 . 2 H
0 H 0
0 02 a Hopf module H g M ,H H
 . 11 1 1 2 H
0 H 0
0 0 03 a morphism = : H m H ª H in M , andH H H
 . 11 2 1 1 H
0 H 0
0 0 04 a morphism D : H ª H I H in M such that theH H H
diagram
1 1 idys 1 1H H H H6m m
0 0H H
6
z11=
6 1 1H I H2 6H 011 HD
commutes.
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Proof. For the proof we use a result from the next section. By 6.3 H ? is
a Hopf algebra iff it is a bialgebra and H 0 has an antipode.
?  .An algebra structure for H is described by the algebra structure in 1 ,
 .  .the module structures in 2 , and the morphism of bimodules as in 3 . By
5.1 the coalgebra structure for H ? is described by the coalgebra structure
 .  .in 1 , the comodule structures in 2 , and the morphism of bicomodules as
 .in 4 . In the above, we have already examined all the homogeneous
components of the compatibility condition between multiplication and
comultiplication, and it only remains to check that commutativity of the
diagram occuring in the theorem is equivalent to the condition p11 f 2i11 s
D11=11. We calculate
z id y s x m y .  .
s z x m y y x y S y m S x x y .  . .1, 0: 1, 1: 2, 0: 2, 0: 3, 1: 3, 0:
s z x m y y zy1 x y m x y . .1, 0: 1, 1: 2, 1: 2, 0:
s x y m x y y x y m x y1, 1: 1, 0: 2, 0: 2, 1: 1, 0: 1, 1: 2, 1: 2, 0:
and, according to the calculation performed just before the theorem, we
are done.
6. )-INVERSES AND ANTIPODES
In the preceding section the condition that the comultiplication be
differentiable was used to single out ‘‘good’’ differential calculi on bialge-
bras. This section will show that differentiability of the antipode imposes
no additional condition on a differential calculus over a Hopf algebra.
More generally, we will show that a morphism from a differential graded
coalgebra to a differential graded algebra is invertible with respect to the
convolution product if this is only true of its component in degree zero.
w xThis generalizes 15, Prop. 3.2 .
6.1. LEMMA. Let C ? be a coalgebra, A? an algebra, and f ? : C ?ª A? a
morphism in GV n.
- n  . ?If f has a left right, two-sided )-in¨erse, then so has f .
Proof. Let g ? : C - n ª A- n be a right )-inverse for f - n.
Recall that A) 0 is a A- n y A0-bimodule with structure maps m : A) 0
0 ) 0 - n ) 0 ) 0 ) 0  ?m A ª A and c : A m A ª A ; note = s m q c : A m
?.) 0 ) 0A ª A .
Recall also that C ) 0 is a C - n y C 0-bicomodule with structure maps
d :C ) 0 ª C ) 0 m C 0 and f : C ) 0 ª C - n m C ) 0; again D) 0 s d q
) 0  ? ?.) 0f : C ª C m C .
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Now define h ? : C ?ª A? as follows: set h0 s g 0 and
h) 0 s ym c m A0 g F n m f ) 0 m g 0 f m C 0 d . .  .  .
 ? ?.0 0 0 0 0  ? ?.0Then we have f ) h s f ) h s h « s h « and
)0)0? ? ? ? ? ?f ) h s = f m g D .  . .
s c f - n m h) 0 f q m f ) 0 m g 0 d .  .
s 0
)0? ?s h « .
since
c f F n m h) 0 f .
s yc A- n m c A- n m A- n m m f - n m g - n m f ) 0 m g 0 .  .  .
( C - n m C - n m d C - n m f f .  .
s yc =- n m m f - n m g - n m f ) 0 m g 0 D- n m d f .  . .
s yc h - n m m f ) 0 m g 0 « - n m d f .  . .
s ym f ) 0 m g 0 d ; .
the first equality is the definition of h) 0; the second and the last follow
from the properties that A) 0 is a A- n module and C ) 0 is a C - n-comod-
ule, respectively; the third equality follows from f - n ) g - n s h - n« - n.
Left )-inverses can be treated in the same way. Note that the left
inverse we get by switching sides in the above definition does not obviously
coincide with the right )-inverse, if both exist. However, if f ? has both a
left and a right )-inverse, then of course the two coincide; this deals with
two-sided )-invertibility.
6.2. THEOREM. Let C ? be a coalgebra, A? an algebra, and f ? : C ?ª A? a
morphism in GV n, DGV n, GV o¨er DGV.
f ? is )-in¨ertible iff f 0 is.
Proof. Assume first that we are dealing with one of the categories GV n
or DGV n, and we already know that f - n has a )-inverse g ? in GV ny1 or
DGV ny1. Note that the )-inverse h ? for f ? in GV n constructed in the
preceding lemma agrees up to degree n y 1 with g ?, for both g ? and h- n
are )-inverses for f - n in GV ny1. Using this, we can show that in the case
g ? was a )-inverse of f - n in DGV ny1, then h ? is also a )-inverse for f ?
in DGV n. To do this we have to verify hkdky1 s dky1g ky1 for 0 - k F n.
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We make use of the graded Sweedler notation. By definition
hk x s y g i x f j x g 0 x .  .  .  . 1, i: 2, j: 3, 0:
iqjsk
j)0
for x g C k, k ) 0.
Now for x g C ky1 we have
i
f dx s d x m x q y1 x m d x .  .  .  . 1, i: 2, j: 1, i: 2, j:
iqjsky1 iqjsky1
j)0
 .  .and d dx s d x m x , and thus1, ky1: 2, 0:
hk dx s y g iq1d x f j x g 0 x .  .  .  . 1, i: 2, j: 3, 0:
iqjsky1
j)0
i i jq1 0y y1 g x f d x g x .  .  .  . 1, i: 2, j: 3, 0:
iqjsky1
s y d g i x f j x g 0 x .  .  . . 1, i: 2, j: 3, 0:
iqjsky1
q dg ky1 x f 0 x g 0 x .  .  .1, ky1: 2, 0: 3, 0:
s dh ky1« ky1 x g 0 x q dg ky1 x h 0« 0 x .  .  .  .1, ky1: 3, 0: 1, ky1: 2, 0:
s dg ky1 x . .
Now the conclusion of the theorem is an easy inductive application of
the above.
Let A? and C ? be an algebra and a coalgebra in DGV 1, and let
f ? : C ?ª A? be a morphism with f 0 convolution invertible. Then the
? ? 1 .)-inverse g to f is given, according to 6.1, by g g s
0 . 1 . 0 .yg g f g g g , where we used the ordinary Sweedler notationy1. 0. 1.
for g g C1, and g 0 is the )-inverse of f 0.
The results on convolution invertibility of differential graded maps apply
in particular to the anitpode of a Hopf algebra.
6.3. COROLLARY. Let H ? be a bialgebra in GV n, DGV n, GV, or DGV. If
H 0 is a Hopf algebra, then so is H ?. If S ? is the anitpode of H ?, we ha¨e
1 . 0 . 0 . 0 .S g s yS g g S g . In the differential graded case, dS h sy1. 0. 1.
1  .  .  .  .S d h s yS h d h S h follows.1. 2. 3.
? .  .6.4. COROLLARY. Let H be a Hopf algebra and V H an nth order
 .differential calculus o¨er H. If the comultiplication of H is n times differen-
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 optiable, then so is the antipode as an algebra homomophism from H to H ,
? op.  ? ..op.where we take V H s V H . In this case the maps
V i H 2 h d h n ??? n d h ¬ d S h n ??? n d S h S h .  .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1 i i 1 0
g V i H .
are well defined.
Applying this to the antipode of the opposite algebra of a differential
graded Hopf algebra yields:
6.5. COROLLARY. Let H ? be a Hopf algebra in GV, DGV, GV n, or
DGV n. Then the antipode S ? of H ? is bijecti¨ e iff S0 is. In particular, for a
differential calculus o¨er a Hopf algebra with bijecti¨ e antipode, if the comulti-
plication is differentiable, then so is the in¨erse of the antipode.
7. THE LIE ALGEBRA OF A DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
w xWoronowicz 22 has classified first order differential calculi over a Hopf
algebra by ad-invariant right ideals contained in the kernel of the counit.
w x7.1. Remarks 19, Example 5.8 . Let H be a Hopf algebra.
 . co H ? ? ? ?.  . ad1 The map H m H 2 g m h ¬ « g h g H is an isomor-? ? ?
phism of right]right Yetter]Drinfel’d H-modules.
co H ˆ 1 .  .  .2 The isomorphism from 1 induces an isomorphism V H (
 q.adH , which is the left covariant part of?
ˆ 1 qV H ( H m H .
x m y ¬ x y m y i i i i1. i2.
lxS y m y ¤ x m y. .1. 2.
Since the differential calculi over H, for which the comultiplication is
ˆ 1 H H .differentiable, are given by quotient objects of V H in M , we con-H H
w xclude as in 22 :
7.2. COROLLARY. Let H be a Hopf algebra.
 . co H .1 The functor } induces a bijection between subobjects of
?H ?m ?H ? in H M H and right ideals of H that are subcomodules of H ad, that is? ? H H
ad-in¨ariant right ideals.
 .2 Isomorphism classes of bico¨ariant first order differential calculi
ˆ 1 .o¨er H are in one to one correspondence with quotient objects of V H in
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H H ˆ 1 .M ; these are in one to one correspondence with subobjects of V H inH H
H H co H .M . Thus the functor } induces a bijection between isomorphismH H
classes of bico¨ariant differential calculi o¨er H and ad-in¨ariant right ideals I
of H with I ; Hq. For such a right ideal and the corresponding differential
calculus we ha¨e
V1 H ( H m HqrI .
x dy ¬ xy m 1 y xy m y1. 2.
lxS y d y ¤ x m y. .  .1. 2.
co H 1 . q  q. 27.3. EXAMPLE. Let H be commutative. Then V H ( H r H .
Proof. k : H m H 2 y ¬ xy m y g H m H is an algebra isomor-1. 2.
phism, since H is commutative. Thus
2 21 1 1 y1 q y1 qˆ ˆV H s V H r V H s k H m H rk H m H .  .  .  .  . .
2y1 q q( k H m H r H . .
 .where k also denotes the map induced by k on the quotients .
The rest of this section deals with the notion of a Lie algebra of a
w xdifferential calculus as defined in 22 ; we shall make use of the terminol-
ogy of Hopf modules and Yetter]Drinfel’d modules.
wLet H be a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode. By 20, Theorem
x op H H4.1.1 , aplied to H and H , every Hopf module in M is both a freeH H
right and left H-module, with the same rank, namely dim co H G. We call ak
1 .bicovariant first order differential calculus V H over H finite, if the
1 .H-module V H has finite rank.
1 .7.4. DEFINITION. Let V H be a finite bicovariant first order differen-
tial calculus over the Hopf algebra H with bijective antipode. The Lie
*co H 1 ..algebra of H is h s V H , the Yetter]Drinfel’d module right dual
co H 1 .to V H .
The second part of the following theorem recovers the original defini-
w xtion from 22 , where the equivalence with our definition is also proved.
1 .7.5. THEOREM. Let H ª V H and h be as in the preceding definition.
 .  .1 X H , the module of right ¨ector fields o¨er H, is a Hopf module inr
H H 1 . H HM , the right dual of V H in the monoidal category M , and we ha¨eH H H H
co H  .h ( X H .r
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 . q  .H2 Let I ; H be the right ideal from 7.1. Then h ( I [ k ? 1 ;H
HU , the structures of a Yetter]Drinfel’d module of h being
f £ h g s f g y « g S h .  .  .  . . .
f h f s f h Sy1 h h .  .  .0. 2. 1. 3. 1.
 .Hfor h, g g H and f g I [ k ? 1 . Identifying elements of h with ele-H
ments of HU ¨ia the isomorphism, we ha¨e
 :gd h , X s gh X h .  .1. 2.
 :  :X h s « dh, X s « S h d h , X .  .  .  . .1. 2.
for X g h and g, h g H.
 . w xProof. Part 1 is immediate from 19, Theorem 5.7 , since monoidal
functors preserve duals.
co H 1 . qBy 7.1 we have V H ( H rI, with the structures induced by the
coadjoint comodule structure and the right regular module structure on H.
q  .Since H ; H splits with the right colinear projection id y h« with
q  .k ? 1 as a complementary subcomodule, H rI ( Hr I [ k ? 1 as aH H
comodule with the comodule structure induced by the adjoint corepresen-
.  .tation of H on itself . We endow Hr I [ k ? 1 with the right moduleH
structure g £ h s g y « g h. Then . .
qF : Hr I [ k ? 1 2 g ¬ g y « g g H rI .  .H
is right linear, and thus is an isomorphism of Yetter]Drinfel’d modules,
since
F g £ h s F g y « g h s g y « g h y « g y « g h .  .  .  . .  .  . . .
s g y « g h s g y « g h s F g h. .  .  . .
*co H 1 .. * q . *  ..  .HDually, V H ( H rI ( Hr I [ k ? 1 ( I [ k ? 1 ;H H
HU , where the Yetter]Drinfel’d module structures are obtained by right
 .dualizing those on Hr I [ k ? 1 . We now turn to the formulas describ-H
ing the explicit form of the isomorphism. Since the isomorphism HqrI
co H 1 .  .  .  .( V H from 7.2 assigns S h d h to h y « h s F h , the for- .1. 2.
 .   .  . :. mula X h s « S h d h , X holds the « just projects onto k as1. 2.
.   .  . :.the H-coinvariant subspace of H . Moreover, « S h d h , X s1. 2.
  .  . :.  :.   . :« S h d h , X s « dh, X , and finally gd h , X s1. 2.
  .  . :  .gh S h d h , X s gh X h .1. 2. 3. 1. 2.
We denote the mapping h m h 2 a m b ¬ a ) b g HU by ). Gener-
 .  .Ually Im ) o h. We consider h m h as a subspace of H m H by
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 . .  .  .a m b g m h [ a g b h . The following ‘‘Lie bracket’’ on h is taken
w xfrom 22 .
7.6. DEFINITION AND LEMMA. We ha¨e h g op Y D with comodule struc-H
ture from 7.4 and h © f [ f £ h. Denote by s : h m h ª h m h the
braiding in Y D H op. The Lie bracket on h is defined byH op
w x, [ ) id y s : h m h ª h . .hmh
For a , b g h and h g H,
w xa , b s a ) b q )s a m b s a m b ad. .  .
Thus for h g H,
w xa , b h s a m b ad h s a h b S h h . .  .  .  .  . .2. 1. 3.
The Lie bracket is an H op-colinear map.
Proof. We have
s a m b g m h s a © b g a h .  .  .  . .1. 0.
s Sy1 h h © b g a h . .  . .3. 1. 2.
s a h b g y « g S h h . .  . .2. 1. 3.
s a h b gS h h y « g a h b S h h . .  .  .  . .  .2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 3.
and thus
)s a m b h s s a m b h m h .  .  . .  .1. 2.
s a h b h S h h y a h b S h h .  .  .  . .  .3. 1. 2. 4. 2. 1. 3.
s a ) b h q a m b ad h , .  .  .  .
w x  .  .  .consequently a , b s a ) b y )s a m b s a m b ad h , as claimed.
 .For the right ideal I from 7.1 we have ad h g I m H for h g I, and thus
w x . w x .  .  . w xa , b h s 0. Since also a , b 1 s a 1 b 1 s 0, we conclude a , b g
w x op  . . y1 .h. Finally, , is H -colinear, since s is, and a ) b h S h h2. 3. 1.
 .  . y1 .  .  . y1 . y1 .s a h b h S h h s a h b h S h h S h h2. 3. 4. 1. 2. 5. 6. 4. 3. 1.
holds.
In the noncommutative case, the Lie algebra h of a differential calculus
over the Hopf algebra H is not in general a Lie algebra; however, a
w xdeformed antisymmetry and deformed Jacobi identity hold, cf. 22 . Note
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U w x first that for arbitrary x g H and c g h the linear form c , x [ c m
.x ad is in h.
7.7. Remark. Let h be the Lie algebra of a finite differential calculus
over the Hopf algebra H. Then
w x, Ker id y s s 0 . .
 .replacing the antisymmetry of a classical Lie bracket , and from the
equality
w x w xf , c , x s f , c ) x
for f, c , x g h the deformed Jacobi identity
w x w x w x, , s , , q , , ( id m s .
follows.
The first equality follows trivially from the definition of the Lie bracket.
For the second we compute
w x w xf , c , c x s f , c x x S x x .  .  . .2. 1. 3.
s f x c S x x x S x x .  .  . .  .3. 2. 4. 1. 5.
w xs f x c ) x S x x s f , c ) x x .  .  .  . .2. 1. 3.
for x g H, and conclude
w x w x w xf , c , x s f , c ) x s f , c , x q f , )s c m x .
w x w xs f , c , x q , , id m s f m c m x . .  .
8. EXTERIOR ALGEBRA AND HIGHER ORDER
DIFFERENTIAL CALCULI
We have already encountered one possibility of extending a differential
graded Hopf algebra of degree one to a differential graded Hopf algebra,
namely the universal extension as a differential graded algebra. We will
encounter a second possibility in this section. The construction goes back
w xto Woronowicz 22 . Assume H is a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode
and G gH M H is a Hopf module. In this situation Woronowicz constructsH H
a sort of exterior algebra over G by setting G n n [ GmH nrS , where then
submodule S arises as the kernel of an antisymmetrising homomorphismn
A : GmH n ª GmH n. This antisymmetrizer is defined similar to the usualn
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antisymmetrizer on the n-fold tensor power of a module over a commuta-
tive ring, with the role of the usual flip of tensor factors played by an
isomorphism satisfying a braid relation. In the case that G is the underly-
ing Hopf module of bicovariant first order differential calculus over H,
Woronowicz proves the vector spaces G n n to be the homogeneous compo-
nents of a differential graded algebra.
Woronowicz does not consider the question whether his higher order
calculi are differential graded Hopf algebras. This of course would boil
down to showing that the kernels of the antisymmetrizers are the compo-
nents of a coideal in the tensor algebra of the H y H-bimodule G,
although this will not appear explicitly in our considerations. We will
exhibit a direct relationship between the antisymmetrizers and the comul-
tiplication of the tensor algebra. Thus antisymmetrizing appears very
naturally connected to the requirement that a quotient of the tensor
algebra should inherit the comultiplication. As a consequence, it will
follow not only that the exterior algebra is indeed a differential graded
Hopf algebra, but also that it has a couniversal property; see 8.19. The
results have formal similarities to statements on the multiplication of the
w x‘‘shuffle algebra’’ in 20 .
As a byproduct of our investigating the ‘‘reasons’’ for the appearing of a
w xbraid group antisymmetrization in 22 , we will obtain a different proof
that the exterior algebra over a bicovariant first order differential calculus
over a Hopf algebra is indeed a differential graded algebra.
We first turn to the problem of couniversal extensions of graded and
differential graded coalgebras of degree one. In the graded case without
differentials the algebra case dualizes without problems.
8.1. THEOREM. Let C ? be a coalgebra in GV 1. The couni¨ ersal coalgebra
in GV o¨er C ? is identical to C ? up to degre one; we denote it C ? again. It can
be constructed as
C i [ C1 I ??? I C1 ,
0 0C C^ ` _
i times
the components Dk l : C kq l ª C k m C l for k s 0 and l s 0 being the C 0-
comodule structures induced from the left and right tensorand, respecti¨ ely,
and Dk l for k, l ) 0 being the inclusions.
We omit the proof, which consists in dualizing the more familiar
arguments needed for the tensor algebra over a bimodule. We only note
that for a coalgebra D ? in GV and a morphism f ? : DF1 ª C F1 of graded
coalgebras of degree one the extension of f ? to a morphism, again
? ? ? i . k .denoted f : D ª C , of graded coalgebras is given by f x s f x1, k:
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iyk .  4mf x for any k g 1, . . . , i y 1 . By induction it follows that2, iyk:
i . 1 . 1 . 1 .f x s f x m f x m ??? m f x .1, 1: 2, 1:  i, 1:
We have already seen in 5.3 that the axioms of a differential graded
coalgebra are not dual to those of a differential graded algebra, due to the
unchanged direction of the differential. We shall see presently that while
couniversal graded coalgebras were unsurprisingly dual to universal graded
algebras, the situation is quite different in the presence of a differential.
More precisely, the couniversal extension of a degree one differential
graded coalgebra as a graded coalgebra is automatically a differential
graded coalgebra. We refer again to the contrary result 4.15 for differen-
tial graded algebras.
8.2. THEOREM. Let C F1 be a coalgebra in DGV 1; denote the couni¨ ersal
extension of C ? as a graded coalgebra as in the preceding theorem again by C ?.
Then, with a suitable differential, C ? is also the couni¨ ersal extension of C F1
as a differential graded coalgebra.
Proof. First we have to show that C ? is a differential graded coalgebra.
We define inductively maps di : C i ª C iq1 for i G 1 such that C F i
equipped with d ? is a differential graded coalgebra of degree i. d0 is
already given. Assuming d j have been constructed for all j - i, define
di x [ d0 x m x y x m diy1 x . .  .  .1, 0: 2, i: 1, 1: 2, iy1:
di has it image contained in C1 I 0 C i s C iq1, since d0 is C 0-colinear onC
the right and diy1 on the left. di is left colinear, since d0 is, and right
colinear, since diy1 is.
We have to check the formulas
di x m di x .  . :  :1, k 2, iykq1
kky1 iyks d x m x q y1 x m d x .  .  .1, ky1: 2, iykq1: 1, k: 2, iyk:
 4for k g 1, . . . , i . Noting that the components of the comultiplication are
just inclusions, the case k s 1 is just the definition of di. For 1 - k F i we
use the induction hypothesis on d- i in the form
diy1 y s diy1 y m diy1 y .  .  . :  :1, ky2 2, iyk
s dky2 y m y .1, ky2: 2, iykq1:
ky1 iykq y1 y m d y .  .1, ky1: 2, iyk:
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for y g C iy1, and calculate, for x g C i,
di x m di x .  . :  :1, k 2, iykq1
s di x .
s d0 x m x y x m diy1 x .  .1, 0: 2, i: 1, 1: 2, iy1:
s d0 x m x m x .1, 0: 2, ky1: 3, iykq1:
y x m dky2 x m x .1, 1: 2, ky2: 3, iykq1:
ky1 iyky y1 x m x m d x .  .1, 1: 2, ky1: 3, iyk:
kky1 iyks d x m x q y1 x m d x .  .  .1, ky1: 2, iykq1: 1, k: 3, iyk:
Finally we have to verify didiy1 s 0 for i G 1. For x g C 0 we have
d1d0 x s d0 d0 x m d0 x y d0 x m d0 d0 x .  .  .  .  . .  . :  :  :  :1, 0 2, 1 1, 1 2, 0
s d0 x m d0 x y d0 x m d0 x .  .  .  .1. 2. 1. 2.
s 0.
Now assume i ) 1. Then for y g C i we get
di y s d0 y m y y id m diy1 y , .  .  .  .1, 0: 2, iy1:
and thus, since diy1 is C 0-colinear on the left,
didiy1 x s d0 x m diy1 x y id m diy1 diy1 x s 0 .  .  .  .  .1, 0: 2, iy1:
for x g C iy1, because
id m diy1 diy1 x .  .
s id m diy1 d0 x m x y x m diy2 x .  .  . .1, 0: 2, iy1: 1, 1: 2, iy2:
s d0 x m diy1 x y x m diy1diy2 x .  .  .1, 0: 2, iy1: 1, 1: 2, iy2:
s d0 x m diy1 x . .  .1, 0: 2, iy1:
This completes the proof that C ? is a differential graded coalgebra. We
turn to the claimed couniversal property. Let D ? be a differential graded
coalgebra and f F1 : DF1 ª C F1 a morphism of differential graded coal-
gebras of degree one. Denote by f ? : D ?ª C ? the unique extension of f F1
to a morphism of graded coalgebras, known from the preceding theorem.
It remains to show that the equations f iq1di s di f i still hold for i G 1.
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We do the inductive step from i y 1 to i:
f iq1di x s f 1 di x m f i di x .  .  . .  . :  :1, 1 2, i
s f iq1 d0 x m x y x m diy1 x .  . .1, 0: 2, i: 1, 1: 2, iy1:
s f 1d0 x m f i x y f 1 x m f idiy1 x .  .  .  .1, 0: 2, i: 1, 1: 2, iy1:
s d1 f 0 x m f i x y f 1 x m diy1 f iy1 x .  .  .  .1, 0: 2, i: 1, 1: 2, iy1:
s d1 f i x m f i x y f i x m diy1 f i x .  .  .  . .  . :  :  :  :1, 0 2, i 1, 1 2, iy1
s di f i x .
ifor x g C with i G 1.
8.3. COROLLARY. Let C F1 be a bialgebra in GV 1 or DGV 1. Denote C ?
the couni¨ ersal extension of the coalgebra C F1. Then C ? is a bialgebra in GV
or DGV, respecti¨ ely; more precisely, C ? is the couni¨ ersal extension of the
bialgebra C F1.
 .Proof. The right adjoint to the monoidal cutoff functor from the
 .category of differential graded coalgebras to that of differential graded
coalgebras of degree one preserves algebras in these monoidal categories.
8.4. Remark. Let H F1 be a bialgebra GV 1 or DGV 1. Let H ? be the
universal extension of H F1 to an algebra in GV or DGV, and C ? the
couniversal extension of H F1 to a coalgebra in GV or DGV. Then the
unique estension of the identity to a morphism r ? : H ?ª C ? of coalgebras
in GV or DGV is an algebra homomorphism and thus agrees with the
unique extension of the identity to an algebra homomorphism from H ? to
C ? supplied by the universal property of H ?. Denoting by D1, . . . , 1 : H n ª
H 1 I 0 ??? I 0 H 1 and =1, . . . , 1 : C1 m 0 ??? m 0 C1 ª C n the compo-H H C C
 . ?nents of the n y 1 -times iterated comultiplication of H and multiplica-
tion of C ?, respectively, r ? is given by r n s D1, . . . , 1 s =1, . . . , 1.
Permutation Braids
To discuss the antisymmetrization of the tensor algebra over a Hopf
module we will need some facts on the Artin braid groups. The antisym-
w xmetrization in 22 uses a permuting isomorphism s which satisfies only
the Yang]Baxter equation but not the relation s 2 s id. This homomor-
w xphism was identified in 19 as an instance of a braiding on the monoidal
category H M H. Now the process of antisymmetrization requires us toH H
assign to permutations of n elements suitable endomorphisms of the nth
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tensor power of an object in a braided monoidal category. The category of
 w x.braids is see 6 the free braided strict monoidal category on one
generating object; we shall use it to do calculations involving one object in
a braided category ‘‘generically.’’
For n g N let S denote the symmetric group, B the braid group on nn n
strands. B is generated by the elementary braids b , . . . , b with defin-n 1 ny1
ing relations
b b b s b b b for 1 F i F n y 2i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
< <b b s b b whenever i y j G 2.i j j i
Let Bq be the submonoid of B generated by b , . . . , b , the monoid ofn n 1 ny1
positive braids.
 .Let t denote the neighbour transposition t s i i q 1 for 1 F i F n yi i
 .1; then S is generated by t , . . . , t subject to the defining Coxetern 1 ny1
relations
t t t s t t t for 1 F i F n y 2i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
< <t t s t t whenever i y j G 2i j j i
t 2 s e for 1 F i F n y 1i
We denote by e or e the unit elements of F , B , and S . Let B , B ,n n n n 0 1
S , and S be the trivial group. Let F be the free monoid on n y 10 1 n
generators g , . . . , g . Then we get a commutative triangle1 ny1
Z 6
F Bn n
6
p
P 6
S ,n
if we define monoid homomorphism Z, P and the group homomorphism p
 .  .  .by Z g s b , P g s t , and p b s t for 1 F i F n y 1. Note that P isi i i i i i
onto and the image of Z is contained in Bq.n
 .  42For f g S we call i, j g 1, . . . , n an inverted pair of f , if i - j andn
y1 . y1 .  .f i ) f j . We let I f be the set of all inverted pairs of f , and call
 . <  . <I f [ I f the length of f.
 .We denote the length of a word w g F by l w . We shall call w g F an n
X  X .  .  X.minimal word, if for all w g F with P w s P w it follows that l w Gn
 .l w .
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 4For f g S and i g 1, . . . , n we haven
I f q 1 if i , i q 1 f I f .  .  .
I t f s .i  I f y 1 if i , i q 1 g I f . .  .  .
  ..  .  .In particular, I P w F l w for all w g F , so that at least I f factorsn
are needed to write f g S as a product of neighbour transpositions. Byn
induction it can be shown that each f g S can indeed be written as an
 .product of I f neighbour transpositions. Consequently, a word w g F isn
  ..  . Xminimal iff I P w s l w . Note also that a word of the form w s g w gi
X  .   ..F is minimal w is and i, i q 1 g I P w .n
We are ready to give an elementary proof of the following theorem a
w x w x.proof can also be deduced from 13 ; see 5 .
 .8.5. THEOREM. There is a unique mapping L : S ª B satisfying LP wn n
 .s Z w for each minimal w g F . L is characterized by the conditionsn
 .  .  .  .  .L e s e , L t s b for i s 1, . . . , n y 1, and L fg s L f L g when-n n i i
 .  .  .e¨er f , g g S satisfy I fg s I f q I g . L is a section for p : B ª S .n n n
Proof. We treat only the first statement. We have to show that if
 .  .  .  .¨ , w g F are minimal words with P ¨ s P w , then also Z ¨ s Z w .n
 .  .In this situation, put f s P ¨ and l s l ¨ . We do an induction on l,
the case l s 0 being trivial. Assume l ) 0 and the claim for all words
shorter than l. Write ¨ s g ¨ X and w s g wX. Then ¨ X and wX are minimali j
 .  .  .  X.words of length l y 1, and i, i q 1 , j, j q 1 g I f . If i s j, then P ¨
 X.  X.  X.  .  X .s t f s t f s P w , whence Z ¨ s Z w and thus Z ¨ s b Z ¨ si j i
 X.  .  4  4b Z w s Z w . Assume i / j. If i, i q 1 and j, j q 1 are disjoint, thenj
 .  X.j, j q 1 is also an inverted pair of P ¨ . Thus there is a minimal word
Y  .  X.  .  X.¨ s g ¨ with P ¨ s P ¨ . By induction hypothesis Z ¨ s Z ¨ , and˜ ˜ ˜j
 < < .thus, since b b s b b holds because i y j G 2 :i j j i
Z ¨ s b Z ¨ X s b Z ¨ s b b Z ¨Y s b b Z ¨Y s b Z e ¨Y . .  .  .  .  .  .˜i i i j j i j i
 X.  Y .  Y .  X.  Y .In particular, P w s t f s t t P e ¨ s P e ¨ , thus Z w s Z e ¨ byj j j i i i
 .  X.  Y .  .hypothesis, and we conclude Z w s b Z w s b Z e ¨ s Z ¨ .j j i
 4  4Now assume i, i q 1 and j, j q 1 are not disjoint. Without loss of
generality we can assume i s j q 1. Then b b b s b b b holds. Sincei j i j i j
 .  .  . y1 . y1 . y1 .i, i q 1 , j, j q 1 g I f , we have f i q 1 - f i s f j q 1 -
y1 .f j . Since
y1X y1 y1 y1P ¨ j s f t j s f j ) f i q 1 .  .  .  .  .i
y1Xy1s f t i s P ¨ j q 1 , .  .  .i
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 .   X..  X .  .it follows that j, j q 1 g I P ¨ . For h s t P ¨ this implies I h sj
  X..  X.I P ¨ y 1 s l y 2. Now since h s t P ¨ s t t f , we getj j i
hy1 i s fy1 t t i s fy1 t j s fy1 j ) fy1 i s fy1 t i q 1 .  .  .  .  .  .i j i i
s fy1 t t i q 1 s hy1 i q 1 , .  .i j
 .  . Ywhence i, i q 1 g I h . Thus there is a minimal word ¨ of length l y 3
 Y . Y  .with h s t P ¨ . Since ¨ s g g g ¨ has length l and P ¨ s f holds, ¨ is˜ ˜ ˜i i j i
Y  Y .  X.a minimal word. Hence g e ¨ is also minimal, and P g g ¨ s t f s P ¨ .j i j i i
 X.  Y .  Y .By induction hypothesis, Z ¨ s Z g g ¨ s b b Z ¨ , and thusj i j i
Z ¨ s b Z ¨ X s b b b Z ¨Y s b b b Z ¨Y s b Z g g ¨Y .  .  .  .  .i i j i j i j j i j
 Y .  .  X.follow. In particular, P g g ¨ s tjP ¨ s t f s P w ; again by hypothe-˜i j j
 Y .  X .  .  Y .  X.sis Z g g ¨ s Z w , and we conclude Z ¨ s b Z g g ¨ s b Z w si j j i j j
 .Z w .
For each of the sequences of monoids G s B , Bq, S we define monoidi i i i
homomorphisms @ : G = G ª G by b @ b s b b and t @ t sk l kql i j i jqkq1 i j
t t , respectively. We define morphisms of bialgebras @ : kG m kGi jqkq1 k l
ª kG by extending linearly.kq l
 .  .  .8.6. Remark. For f g S and g g S we have I f @ g s I f q I gi j
 .  .  .and consequently L f @ g s L f @ L g .
 .To do calculations with an object in a pre- braided monoidal category
w x‘‘generically,’’ we introduce free such categories; see 6 .
8.7. DEFINITION AND LEMMA. B and Bq ha¨e objects the nonnegati¨ e
 . q .integers. The set of morphisms B m, n and B m, n are empty if m / n,
 . q .while B n, n s B and B n, n s B , respecti¨ ely.n n
B and Bq are strict monoidal categories, the tensor products being the
addition of integers on objects, and the operation @ introduced abo¨e on
morphisms.
Bq is prebraided with the prebraiding b g Bq defined byk , l kql
1 2 ??? l l q 1 l q 2 ??? k q l
b s L ;k l  /k q 1 k q 2 ??? k q l 1 2 ??? k
with the same b the category B is braided. Note that indeed an elementk l
q .B is a morphism from k q l to l q k; it is an isomorphism in B.kq l
8.8. DEFINITION. Let k , . . . , k g N and n s k q ??? qk with k ) 0.1 r 1 r i
 .A permutation f g S is an k , . . . , k -shuffle, if for each 0 F s - r andn 1 r
y1 . y1 .all k q ??? qk - i - j F k q ??? qk we have f i - f j . We1 s 1 sq1
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 .denote by S the set of all k , . . . , k -shuffles. Putk , . . . , k 1 r1 r
a [ « f L f g kB .  .k , . . . , k n1 i
fgSk , . . . , k1 i
and
a [ « f L f g kB .  .n n
fgSn
for each n g N.
8.9. THEOREM. Let p g S and n s k q l with k, l ) 0. Then p can ben
 .written as p s r @ s q for unique r g S , s g S , and q g S . Thenk l k , l
 .  .  .  .I p s I r q I s q I q holds.
If k s k q ??? qk with each k ) 0, then p g S if and only if1 m i k , . . . , k , l1 m
r g S and s s id.k , . . . , k1 m
y1  . y1  .Proof. There is a unique r g S , such that p r 1 - p r 2 - ??? -k
y1  .  4p r k . Furthermore, there is a unique permutation s of k q 1, . . . , n˜
y1  . y1  . y1  .such that p s k q 1 - p s k q 2 - ??? - p s n . Defining s g S˜ ˜ ˜ l
 .  .  .y1by s i s s i q k y k, and putting q s r @ s p, we get r, s, and q˜
with the desired properties.
The equation for the length and the assertions on when p is an
 .  .k , . . . , k , l -shuffle follow from the observation that i, j for i - j is an1 m
inverted pair for p iff
v  .  .i, j F k and i, j g I r , or
v  .  .k - i, j and i, j g I s , or
v
y1 y1  .  ..  .i F k - j and r i , s j g I q
holds.
X X X  X X. XIf r g S , s g S , and q g S also satisfy r @ s q s p, then fork l k , l
y1 X . y1 . y1 . y1 X .1 F i - j F k we have p r i s q i - q j s p r j since q g
X X X  X X.y1S . Consequently r s r, and analogously s s s. Now q s r @ s p sk , l
y1 .r @ s p s q also follows.
8.10. COROLLARY. Let n s k q l with k, l ) 0. Then a sn
 .a @ a a . If k s k q ??? qk with each k ) 0, then a sk l k , l 1 m i k , . . . , k , l1 m
 .a @ e a .k , . . . , k l k , l1 m
8.11. THEOREM. Let k, l ) 1. Then each p g S either has the formk , l
 . .p s q@ e for a unique q g S , or p s k k q 1 ??? k q l q@ e for ak , ly1
 .  .unique q g S with l q s l p y l.ky1, l
 . .For p g S either p s e or p s k k q 1 q@ e holds for a uniquek , 1 kq1
 .  .q g S with l q s l p y 1.ky1, 1
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 .For p g S either p s q@ e for a unique q g S or p s 1 2 ??? l q 1 .1, l 1, ly1
Proof. We only treat the case p g S . It is clear the two possibilitiesk , l
are exclusive, and the respective permutation q is unique.
 . y1 . y1 .Since p is a k, l -shuffle, either p n s n or p k s n. To see this,
 . y1 .let j s p n . Now if j F k, then from p g S we deduce n s p j Fk , l
y1 . y1 . y1 .p k F n, whence p j s p k and thus j s k; on the other hand,
y1 . y1 .if j ) k, then from p g S we deduce n s p j F p n F n, thusk , l
y1 . y1 .p j s p n and j s n.
y1 .In the case p n s n, we have p s q@ e for q g S defined byk , ly1
 .  .q i s p i for 1 F i F n y 1.
y1 .Now let p k s n. For 0 F i F l define p g S inductively by p s pi n 0
 .  . y1 .and p s t p . We show l p s l p y i and p k q i s n by in-iq1 kqi i i i
duction. The case i s 0 is the hypothesis. Assume the assertion for i. Now
 . y1 . y1k q i, k q i q 1 is an inverted pair of p , since p k q i s n ) p ki i i
.  .  .  .q i y 1 . As a consequence l p s l p y 1 s l p y i y 1. More-iq1 i
y1  . y1  . y1 .over, p k q i q 1 s p t k q i q 1 s p k q i s n. Now sinceiq1 i kqi i
y1 .  .  .p n s n, we have p s q@ e with q g S satisfying l q s l p sl l ky1, l l
 .  . .l p y l, and p s t t ??? t p s k k q 1 ??? k q l q@ e .k kq1 kqly1 l
8.12. COROLLARY. For k q l s n, k, l ) 1,
l
a s a @ e q y1 e @ b a @ e .  .  .k , l k , ly1 ky1 l , 1 ky1, l
a s e y b a @ e .k , 1 kq1 k ky1, 1
l
a s a @ e q y1 b . .1, l 1, ly1 l , 1
For a category C we let k C denote the free k-linear category on C.
 .The objects of k C are those of C. The set of morphisms k C X, Y is
 .defined to be the free k-vector space on C X, Y for objects X, Y of C.
8.13. THEOREM. B is the free braided strict monoidal category on one
generating object 1.
Bq is the free prebraided strict monoidal category on one generating
object 1.
 q.  .k B resp. k B is the free braided resp. prebraided strict k-linear
monoidal category on one generating object 1.
w x qProof. The statement on B is 6, Theorem 3.1 . The statement on B
can be proved in exactly the same way, taking into account that Bq isn
generated as a monoid by b , . . . , b with defining relations b b s b b1 ny1 i j j i
< < w xfor i y j G 2 and b b b s b b b ; see 1, Theorem 2.4 . The state-i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
qments on k B and k B are now obvious.
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Now let C be an arbitrary prebraided monoidal k-linear category. Then
w xC is monoidally equivalent to a strict monoidal category by 8 , and thus
for each object V of C the universal property of k Bq induces a
prebraided k-linear monoidal functor F : k B ª C , unique up toV
monoidal isomorphism. We will assume for simplicity that C is strict in
.the following. We denote the images of a and a under F byk , . . . , kn V1 m
A : V mn ª V mn and A : V mn ª V mn, respectively. Then from thek , . . . , kn 1 m
formulas derived above we deduce corresponding formulas valid in C :
For k, l ) 0 with k q l s n we have
A s A m A A , .n k l k , l
for k s k q ??? qk with k ) 0 we have1 m i
A s A m V m l A , .k , . . . , k , l k , . . . , k k , l1 m 1 m
and for k, l ) 1
l mky1.
m lA s A m V q y1 V m s A m V .  . .k , l k , ly1 V , V ky1, l
A s id y V ky1 m s A m V . .k , 1 V , V ky1, 1
l
m ly1.A s A m V q y1 s . .1, l 1, ly1 V , V
We will use these formulas presently to describe the comultiplication on
the universal extension of a graded bialgebra of degree one.
The Comultiplication of the Uni¨ ersal Extension
Let H F1 be a graded Hopf algebra of degree one. Then H 1 g 0H
0
M 0H
0
H H
defines a prebraided k-linear monoidal functor from k Bq to 0H
0
M 0H
0
, andH H
thus induces endomorphisms A , etc., of the nth tensor power over H 0 ofn
H 1.
Recall that the universal extension as a graded algebra of the graded
bialgebra of degree one H F1 is a graded bialgebra.
8.14. LEMMA. Let H F1 be a graded Hopf algebra of degree one and H ?
its uni¨ ersal extension to a graded bialgebra. Then the diagram
Ak , lkq l kql6H H
6
k lzH , Hk , lD 6
k lH I H
0H
commutes for all k, l G 1.
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Proof. We do an induction on k q l.
A more general version of the case k s l s 1 has been treated in 5.11.
Assume the claim has been proved for all components Di, j such that
i q j s k q l y 1. Then for an element x g H kq ly1 we have in particular
A x s z ky 1 ly1 x m x s x S x m x .  . .ky1, l H , H 1, ky1: 2, l: 1, ky1: 2, 0: 2, l:
if k ) 1, and
A x s z k ly1y1 x m x s x S x m x .  . .k , ly1 H , H 1, k: 2, ly1: 1, k: 2, 0: 3, ly1:
if l ) 1. Let x g H kq ly1 and y g H 1. In the case l ) 1 it follows that
z k l A H 1 x m y .mH , H k , ly1 /
0H
s z k l x S x m x m y . .H , H 1, k: 2, 0: 3, ly1:
s x S x x y m x y .1, k: 2, 0: 3, 0: y1. 4, ly1: 0.
s x y m x y1, k: y1. 2, ly1: 0.
and in the case k ) 1,
z k l H ky1 s l 1 A H 1 x m y .m mH , H H , H ky1, l /  /
0 0H H
s z k l H ky1 s l 1 x S x x m y . .mH , H H , H 1, ky1: 2, 0: 2, l: /
0H
s z k l x S x m x y S y m S x x y .  .  . .H , H 1, ky1: 2, 0: 3, 0: 0. 1. 4, 0: 5, l: 2.
s z k l x m y S y m S x x y .  . .H , H 2, ky1: 0. 1. 2, 0: 3, l: 2.
s x m y S y y m x S x x y .  .1, ky1: 0. 1. 2. 2, 0: 3, 0: 4, l: 3.
s x m y m x y .1, ky1: 0. 2, l: 1.
Thus, if k, l ) 1, we obtain
z k l A x m y .H , H k , l
l1 ky1 1
k l l 1s z A H q y1 H s A H .m m mH , H k , ly1 H , H ky1, l /  / /0 0 0H H H
x m y .
ls x y m x y q y1 x m y m x y .1, k: y1. 2, ly1: 0. 1, ky1: 0. 2, l: 1.
s Dk l xy . .
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If k s 1 and l ) 1, we obtain
l1
k l 1 l l 1z A xy s z A H q y1 s xy .  .  .mH , H 1 l H , H 1, ly1 H , H /
0H
ls x y m x y q y1 x y m x y .1, 1: y1. 2, ly1: 0. y1. 0. 0. 1.
s Dk l xy , .
and the case k ) 1, l s 1 can be treated analogously.
8.15. COROLLARY. Let H ? be the uni¨ ersal extension of a graded Hopf
algebra of degree one. For k , . . . , k G 1 let Dk1, . . . , k r : H k1q ??? qk r ª1 r
k1 k r  .0 0H I ??? I H denote the corresponding component of the r y 1 thH H
iterate of the comultiplication in the bialgebra H ?. Then the diagram
Ak , . . . , k1 rk , . . . , k k , . . . , k61 r 1 rH H
6
k kz 1 rH , . . . , H
k , . . . , k1 rD
6
k k1 rH I ??? I H
0 0H H
commutes.
Proof. By induction on r. The case r s 2 is just the preceding theorem.
For the step from r y 1 to r put l s k q ??? qk . Then1 ry1
z r k k A1 rH , . . . , H k , . . . , k1 r
s z ry1k k I H k r z l k A H k r A1 ry1 r mH , . . . , H H , H k , . . . , k l , k /  /1 ry1 r0 0H H
s z k1 , . . . , k ry 1 A I H k r z l k Ark , . . . , k H , H l , k /1 ry1 r0H
s Dk1 , . . . , k ry 1 I H k r Dl , k r /0H
s Dk1 , . . . , k r ,
where the last equality uses the induction hypothesis and again the
preceding theorem.
Since A s A : H n ª H n, the following is a special case:1, . . . , 1 n
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8.16. COROLLARY. Let H ? be the uni¨ ersal extension of a graded Hopf
algebra of degree one. Then the diagram
Ann n6H H
6
rz
1, . . . , 1D 6
1 I .n0H .H
 r r .1 1commutes for each n ) 1. Here z s z .H , . . . , H
For the sake of completeness we include without proof a result on the
multiplication of the couniversal extension of a graded bialgebra of degree
one. The statement is not entirely dual to that on the comultiplication of
the universal extension, since we choose to use again the prebraiding in
the category 0H
0
M 0H
0
with the tensor product, and not the cotensorH H
product, over H 0.
For an object V in a prebraided monoidal category C we can define in
. X mn mnthe same way as the morphisms A morphisms A : V ª V fork , l k , l
k q l s n that fulfill
lX X X mky1.
m lA s A m V q y1 A m V V m s .  .  .k , l k , ly1 ky1, l V , V
AX s id y AX m V V ky1 m s .  .k , 1 ky1, 1 V , V
lX X
m ly1.A s A m V q y1 s .1, l 1, ly1 V , V
for k, l ) 1.
8.17. THEOREM. Let C ? be a Hopf algebra in GV 1. We denote the
couni¨ ersal extension of C ? to a coalgebra in GV again by C ?. Then C ? is a
graded bialgebra. For the components of the multiplication the diagrams
=klk l kql6C C Cm
0C6
kq lk l zz zm
0C
6
1 m kql . 1 m kql .0 06C C .  .C CXAk , l
commute for all k, l ) 0.
Exterior Algebra
Now we can define a graded algebra we call the exterior algebra over a
two-sided two-cosided Hopf module even over a bialgebra. In case the
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bialgebra is a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode, the definition agrees
w xwith that of 22 .
8.18. DEFINITION. Let H ? be the universal extension of a graded
bialgebra of degree one. Let C ? be the couniversal extension of H F1. Let
r ? : H ?ª C ? be the unique homomorphism of graded bialgebras satisfying
r F1 s id.
1  F1.We define the exterior algebra over the Hopf module H or over H
? ? 1. ? ?.to be H [ H H [ r H .
Thus H ? is the graded subalgebra of C ? generated by H F1.
The following theorem characterizes the exterior algebra by a couniver-
sal property.
8.19. THEOREM. Let H F1 be a graded bialgebra of degree one, and let
? ? 1.H s H H be the exterior algebra.
 . ? F1 F11 H is a graded bialgebra, generated as an algebra by H s H .
 . ? F12 If B is a graded bialgebra generated as an algebra by B , and
g F1: BF1 ª H F1 is a morphism of graded bialgebras of degree one, then
g F1 can be uniquely extended to a morphism g ? : B ?ª H ? of graded bialge-
bras.
 . ?Proof. Part 1 is immediate from the construction of H .
 . ? F1To prove 2 let C be the couniversal extension of H . Then there is
a unique extension of g F1 to a morphism h ? : B ?ª C ? of graded bialge-
bras. Since BF1 generates the graded algebra B ?, the image of h ? is
? F1 F1.contained in the graded subalgebra of C generated by h B . Since
F1 F1. F1h B ; H , this subalgebra is contained in the graded subalgebra of
? F1 ?C generated by H , and this is just H .
The couniversal property expresses the fact that the exterior algebra
arises from factoring out from the tensor algebra H ? as many relations as
possible, provided the comultiplication remains well defined. This can also
be seen from the following fact:
8.20. COROLLARY. Let H F1 be a graded bialgebra of degree one, and let
? ? 1. k , l ?H s H H be the exterior algebra. Then all the components D of theH
comultiplication of H ? are injecti¨ e maps.
Proof. Let C ? be the couniversal extension of H F1. By definition of
H ? the map j ? : H ?ª C ? provided by the couniversal property of C ? is
injective. The components of this map are just the components jn s D ?1, . . . , 1H
of the iterates of the comultiplication. All the more, the components Dk , l
for k, l ) 0 have to be injective. The components Dk 0 and D0 l, being the
structure maps of comodules, are injective anyway.
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So far, we have only treated the exterior algebra as a graded bialgebra;
we turn now to the differential graded case. The fact that the couniversal
constructions treated at the beginning of this section are indifferent to the
presence of differentials has consequences for the exterior algebra over a
differential graded bialgebra of degree one.
8.21. THEOREM. Let H F1 be a differential graded bialgebra of degree
? 1.one. Then H H is a differential graded bialgebra.
Proof. Denote by B ? the universal extension of H F1 as a differential-
graded algebra, by H ? its universal extension as a graded algebra, and by
C ? its couniversal extension. By the universal and couniversal properties of
H ? and C ? the canonical morphism r ? : H ?ª C ? factors through the
canonical morphism B ?ª C ?. Consequently H ?, the image of H ? in C ?, is
the same as the image of B ? in C ?. The latter is evidently a differential
graded bialgebra, being the image of a morphism of differential graded
algebras.
F1 F1 .8.22. COROLLARY. Let H s V H be a first order differential cal-
culus o¨er H 0 s H for which the comultiplication of H is differentiable once.
? 1 .. ? .Then H V H \ H H is a differential calculus o¨er H, for which the
comultiplication of H is differentiable.
The next theorem is a reformulation of the couniversal property of the
exterior algebra for the case of differential calculi.
? .8.23. THEOREM. Let B be a bialgebra and V B a bialgebra differential
1 .calculus. Let H be a bialgebra and V H a bico¨ariant first order differential
calculus. Let f : B ª H be a bialgebra homomorphism. If f is differentiable
? . ? .once, then f is differentiable with respect to the calculi V B and H H .
w xNow we return to Woronowicz’ definition 22 of the exterior algebra:
8.24. THEOREM. Let H F1 be a graded Hopf algebra of degree one. Then
H n H 1 ( H 1 ??? H 1rKer A .  .m m n
0 0H H
 1 1. 1 0 1. 0.for n G 2 and of course H H s H , H H s H .
Proof. Let H ? and C ? again denote the universal and couniversal
extension of H F1, respectively. By 8.4, the canonical morphism r ? : H ?ª
C ? of graded bialgebras is given by r n s D1, . . . , 1 : H n ª H 1 I 0H
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??? I 0 H 1. By 8.16 we have commutative diagramsH
Ann n6H H
6
nz
nr 6
nC ,
n n 1. n  n.and since z is an isomorphism, we conclude H H ( H rKer z s
n  .H rKer A .n
8.25. COROLLARY. If H F1 is a commutati¨ e graded Hopf algebra of
? 1. 0 0degree one, then H H is the usual exterior algebra o¨er the H y H -
bimodule H 1.
In particular, the extension to higher orders of a commutati¨ e first order
bialgebra differential calculus o¨er a commutati¨ e Hopf algebra is unique.
Note added in proof. After the manuscript of the present paper had been submitted, the
author was made aware of T. Brzezinski’s paper ‘‘Remarks on Bicovariant Differential Calculi´
 .and Exterior Hopf Algebras,’’ Letters in Mathematical Physics 27 1993 , 287]300. Theorem
5 of that paper states that Woronowicz’ exterior algebra of a first order differential calculus is
a differential graded Hopf algebra. However, there seems to be a gap in the proof, since only
the comultiplication and antipode on differential forms up to degree two is considered. The
higher degree case is claimed to follow from associativity. However, an associative differential
graded algebra whose components up to degree two form a graded Hopf algebra is not in
 .general a graded bialgebra counterexamples can be deduced from Corollary 8.25 . Thus it
seems that for the proof one does have to consider the specific form of Woronowicz’ exterior
algebra in all degrees.
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